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Summary

This thesis presents systematic research on Delay/disruptive Tolerant Network (DTN),

especially for urban DTNs, e.g., opportunistic networks consisted of smart phones, and

Vehicular Ad hoc NETworks (VANET) of vehicles. These DTNs are the emerging class

of new communication paradigms for mobile nodes. With an emphasis on resource

efficiency, we present three systematic solutions, from ‘how to discover communication

chances’, to ‘how to route messages from a source node to a destination node’, to ‘how

to aggregate data via DTN communication’. The three questions share the common

features with layers in the Internet stacks, namely, link layer, network and transport

layer, and application layer.

First, we discuss the solution for discovering nearby communicable neighbors within

DTN transmission range, which is an essential building block for all applications re-

lying on short range wireless communication. We firstly analytically review existing

solutions and investigate the requirements on energy consumption and neighbor dis-

covery latency. Then, we discuss our solution R2, a synchronous neighbor discovery

algorithm based on Wi-Fi access points. It is energy efficient and has short discovery

latency. Evaluations show that R2 can discover 90% of neighbors within 50 seconds at

1% duty cycle, with the number of neighbors from 10 to 60.

Next, we discuss message routing algorithms, which is an indispensable part of

DTN communication. Our solution Plankton was motivated by an observation that

most existing DTN connection prediction algorithms were not reliable. We propose

a connection prediction algorithm based on short-term bursty contacts association and

I



long-term contacts association. This significantly improves the reliance of connection

prediction. By Plankton, a node controls message replica quota by the connection pre-

dictions, which serves well the goal of the resource efficiency. Evaluations show we

can save 14% to 88% of message replicas compared to existing DTN routing solutions.

Finally, we present a solution for data aggregation over DTN communication, with

the application of ubiquitous sensor data aggregation. We propose a novel concept on

how propagated information may have changed, namely change awareness. Based on

the concept of change awareness, we propose an algorithm for computing a minimum

set of nodes, via which a server can collect a snapshot of the all nodes information.

Extensive evaluations show that a server can obtain a global snapshot on nodes’ updates

by collecting information from only 15% to 25% nodes.

In a summary, we systematically investigate DTNs with the focus on resource effi-

ciency. With the growing penetration of smart mobile commutative devices, the solu-

tions in this thesis can contribute to the growing DTN applications.

Keywords: Delay/disruptive Tolerant Network; resource efficiency; DTN routing; In-

formation Collection; Neighbor discovery of mobile nodes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The background of Delay/disruptive Tolerant Networks

1.1.1 Brief history of DTNs and the evolution

The idea of Delay/disruptive Tolerant Network (DTN) can be traced back to 1970s,

when researchers began developing technology for routing between computers having

non-fixed locations. Intensive research on DTNs started from the beginning of 2000s.

In 2002 the Delay-Tolerant Networking Research Group (DTNRG)1 was formed with

the sponsor of Internet Research Task Force. The concept of delay tolerance feature

was introduced by the inter-planet communication because it has extremely high delays

compared to normal terrestrial communication. Long delay is one main challenge that

deep space communication protocols need to handle.

DTNs were later widely referred to the terrestrial networks that consist of intermit-

tently commutable mobile devices. In 2003, Kevin Fall proposed ‘architecture for delay

tolerant network’ [1]. Following this proposal, the research scope and interest on DTNs

was significantly expanded. The growth of DTN research is inspired by two factors.

First, a great potential is seen in the urban environment DTNs, as more and more mo-

bile devices have been equipped with wireless chipsets, e.g., vehicles and smart phones.

Smart phones are becoming lighter and smaller, yet providing more computation and
1http:www.dtnrg.org, checked on 30 Aug 2014
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Chapter 1. Introduction

communication capability, and more sensors, which leads to the prosperity of mobile

applications. The penetration of smart phones makes the pervasive computation and

communication potentially feasible. Second, the challenging features of DTNs attract

more research interest. The challenge has multiple folds, which include the power con-

straints, the neighbor discovery for mobile devices, and fleeting and unplanned connec-

tions. For example, how to quickly and efficiently detect mobile phones within wireless

transmission range? How to efficiently route messages and collect information via in-

termittent connections?

More recently, we see new wireless communication techniques implementation in

smart phones. ‘Wi-Fi Direct’ [2] and ‘Bluetooth low energy’ [3] are probably the most

important two techniques. ‘Wi-Fi Direct’ makes phone-to-phone short range wireless

communication easy to use. A user only needs to press buttons on a phone and starts di-

rect Wi-Fi communication with another phone without involving wireless access points.

‘Bluetooth low energy (BLE)’ saves power for phones. BLE targets at power efficiency

by fast switching on/off wireless chipsets, packet length restriction and low peak power

consumption. With these ready-to-use techniques, we see increasing applications in mo-

bile phones that exploit locality and short range communication, as discussed in section

1.1.2. Based on the contexts, commonly seen DTNs are listed in Figure 1.1. The Inter-

net provides reliable information access to most users at most time. A DTN provides

a communication channel when the Internet is not available (e.g., in extreme networks)

or is available but treated as a second choice (e.g., in Pocket Switch Networks[4]) due

to the concern of energy or financial cost. In order to be easily accessed, data from

DTNs usually needs to be presented in the Internet, which connects to different types

of DTNs. In Figure 1.1, five types of DTNs were illustrated. (i) Deep space network

provides communication for interplanetary spacecraft and earth-orbiting missions. (ii)

Land challenging/extreme network provides information communication for environ-

ment where the Internet or cellular network is unavailable. For example, the mine

communication and the wildlife tracking. (iii) Pocket switch network is the network

communication among smart phones, wearable devices, and other communicable de-

2



Chapter 1. Introduction

deep space
network

Vehicular Ad hoc
Network

internet of things

land challenging/
extreme network

pocket switch
network

InterPlanetary
communication

wildlife tracing
mine

communication

music sharing
via phones

traffic info.
collection&

sharing

rural area/
disaster

communication

Internet

environment
sensing by

phones

Example
application Types of DTNs

Figure 1.1: Different types/applications of DTNs. The bottom marked ones are urban
DTNs, which are the focus of this thesis.

vices. Many potential applications operating on smart phones can use this type of net-

works to communicate information. (iv) Communication for the Internet of Things can

exchange information between two things via mobile nodes. (v) Vehicular ad hoc net-

work helps exchange messages between moving vehicles, which has many applications

in intelligent traffic systems.

This thesis presents the solutions for DTNs, especially for the DTNs in city areas,

e.g., vehicular ad hoc network and pocket switch network of smart phones, as the ones

at the bottom of Figure 1.1. We call these types of DTNs as urban DTNs, as these types

of DTNs are more likely to appear in cities comparing to other types of DTNs. Urban

DTNs will be further exploited as more and more smart phones and vehicles gain short

range wireless communication capability.

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

Data Size LTE (µJ/bit) 3G (µJ/bit) Wi-Fi(µJ/bit)
10KB 170 100 6
10MB 0.4 4 0.1

Table 1.1: Energy consumption of wireless communication.

1.1.2 DTN characteristics and potential applications

DTN characteristics: disadvantages and advantages

In DTNs, a node moves and communicates with intermittently encountered2 nodes.

This naturally generates much longer delays compared with the message transmission

via continuous end-to-end connections. In the Inter-Planetary Network, the delay can

be computed in advance, as the satellite movement and transmission chances are sched-

uled. In many other types of DTNs, e.g., PSNs and VANETs, it is not easy to reliably

estimate delays, as the communication chances are not known in advance.

For example, a node ‘S’ needs to transmit a message for a node ‘D’. ‘S’ forwards

the message to nodes it encounters, which we call relay nodes. Then, the relay nodes

carry the message and forward it to nodes they encounter. The message delivery delay

depends on the earliest time when a relay node transmits the message to the destination

‘D’. The delivery delay is usually long.

Even given a long delay, the message delivery in DTNs is often not guaranteed. In

the above example, if no relay node encounters the destination ‘D’, then the message

cannot be delivered to the destination. In the reality, a message is useful to the desti-

nation only when it can be delivered within a valid time. For example, it is useless to

deliver an advertisement message for an exhibition after the exhibition finishes. Thus,

each message has a valid delivery time, i.e., time to live, which depends on the context

of applications. In short, DTNs cannot guarantee message delivery.

Though DTNs have unwanted long delays and cannot guarantee message delivery,

they have desirous advantages as follows.
2By saying that two nodes encounter, contact or connect, we mean that the two nodes are close that

they can directly exchange messages with each other.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Energy efficient Mobile nodes usually have two general means in wireless communi-

cation. The first one is the long distance communication (e.g., cellular networks),

which is close to real-time with negligible delay. The second one is short distance

wireless transmission (e.g., Wi-Fi, Bluetooth), which is used by DTNs. Regard-

ing to energy efficiency per bit, the short distance wireless transmission, has large

advantages over long distance communication. The energy efficiency for down-

load links for Wi-Fi, 3G, and LTE is compared in Table 1.1 [5]. It shows that,

compared with LTE, Wi-Fi can save up to 95% energy when downloading small

size data and can save up to 55% energy when downloading large size data. More

experiments on power savings of download and upload by Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and

cellular network can be found in [6, 7].

Short range wireless communication clearly has advantages in term of energy

consumption per bit. However, in practice, good designs are still required to

reserve the advantages, e.g., low duty cycle, fast neighbor discovery, the control

of transmission hops.

Infrastructureless and Robust DTN communication occurs between mobile nodes

within communication range and thus is de-centralized and independent from

infrastructures. This makes it more practical to carry applications that require

mostly local data communication. Nowadays, a large size of data are generated

and to be shared by mobile devices. This generates large data communication

load and degrade infrastructure communication performance. DTN communi-

cation is a good candidate approach to offload data traffic from infrastructure to

distributed and infrastructureless way. For example, mobile nodes can first locally

aggregate data through short range wireless communication before infrastructure

communication, and this can significantly reduce infrastructure communication.

In urban DTNs, infrastructure communication, e.g., 3G and LTE, is performed

when a requirement is beyond the capability of DTNs. The independence from

infrastructure makes DTN robust. The fact that multiple copies and diverse mes-
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sage paths for one source-destination pair communication also makes DTN ro-

bust.

DTNs are robust but it is not free from attacks. Choo et al. conclude that the ro-

bustness of DTNs message routing become weak as the number of hops increases

[8].

Financial Saving Cellular network data communication is usually expensive. The fi-

nancial cost is higher as more data communication is conducted. Many appli-

cation data, e.g., pictures, video, continuous sense results, are large, thus, the

expense on cellular communication rises sharply if all data go through cellular

communication. Comparatively, DTN communication can be free when the mo-

tivation scheme is properly designed [9]. Smart phone users usually have a cap

in cellular data communication per month. When delay tolerant data can be of-

floaded to DTN communication, users can use more cellular communication al-

lowance to communicate the data requiring shorter delays. This ultimately saves

users financial cost.

Potential DTN applications: to exploit the advantages

DTNs naturally have the long message delivery delay and low message delivery ra-

tio, but they are robust, suitable for ubiquitous communication and computation, and

resource efficient. These characteristics fit some types of applications. Different appli-

cations have different tolerance to the communication reliability and delays, as shown

in Figure 1.2. The applications on the right part potentially fit DTNs. Considering the

availability of cellular network infrastructures, we get Figure 1.3, which illustrates the

space for DTN applications.

In the literature, we see DTN applications from the environment having no commu-

nication infrastructure to the environment having communication infrastructure. Some

applications have been implemented and tested. The ZebraNet[10] by Princeton Univer-

sity exploits energy efficient hardware, lightweight operating system and communica-

6
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Figure 1.2: The reliability and delay requirement of different applications
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Figure 1.3: The space of DTN applications

tion protocols. The devices mounted on wild animals use intermittent communication

chances to exchange messages, and relay information to deployed base station. The

CarTel [11] is a mobile sensor computing system designed to collect, process, deliver,

and visualize data from sensors located on mobile units such as automobiles. It has

been used to analyze commute information and metropolitan Wi-Fi deployments. The

Haggle 3 project proposed seamless networking for mobile applications [12] and PSN

[4]. The applications in extreme environment include ‘underground tunnel communi-

cation’ [13], ‘networks in military or disaster fields’ [14, 15]. Some DTN applications

adapt the Internet applications onto DTNs, e.g., ‘PeopleNet’ [16], ‘HTTP over DTNs’

[17], ‘Email over DTNs’ [18], ‘Disruption tolerant Shell’ [19], new distribution over

DTN in urban area [20]. Some vehicular communication based DTN applications, e.g.,

MobTorrent [21] allows vehicles to get high speed transmission to the Internet, and
3http://www.haggleproject.org/, checked on 30 Aug 2014
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Application Description Installs Rate
Badoo [30] Chatting, dating with people nearby 1× 107 ∼ 5× 107 4.5
Skout [26] Discovering, meeting people around 1× 107 ∼ 5× 107 4.2

Circles [31] Finding people nearby 5× 106 ∼ 1× 107 4.3
Sonar [32] Connect with like-minded people nearby 1× 106 ∼ 5× 106 4.0
Waze4 [33] Community-driven traffic information 1× 107 ∼ 5× 107 4.6

Groupon [34] Finding local deals and discounts 1× 107 ∼ 5× 107 4.5
Foursquare [35] Find interesting places nearby 1× 107 ∼ 5× 107 4.2

Table 1.2: Examples of Social-Proximity Applications - Android Apps (As of 1 May
2014)

‘web search from a bus’ [22].

More recently, DTN applications on smart phones arouse more research interest.

Hui et al. propose to share media files between passengers on urban transportation via

the carried mobile phones [4]. The BikeNet [23] is a mobile sensing system to map the

cyclist experience. They exploit Wi-Fi access point for delay-tolerant data transmission,

and use cellular networks to transmit real-time data. Han et al. in [24] propose to offload

mobile phone data from cellular network load to opportunistic communication. Many

emerging new businesses exploit local communication and locality, e.g., Phewtick [25],

Skout [26], Bump [27], and Momo [28]. Though most of them still rely on the cellular

networks to transmit data, DTN techniques definitely prompt them by reducing or by-

passing cellular data communication, which is definitely more attractive to users. Table

1.1.2 summarizes some social-proximity applications. More DTN applications can be

found in the book [29].

The literature of DTN applications shows a clear evolution path from extreme en-

vironments (e.g., ZebraNet, disaster field communication) to the urbane area commu-

nication (e.g., mobile proximity applications) for phones and vehicles. Though cellular

networks evolve fast from 2G, 3G to LTE these years, the data transmission require-

ment by mobile devices also expand in a fast speed. This requires the offload of data

communication from cellular networks to distributive local wireless communication.

The journey of seeking DTN applications is not smooth. We are seeing small scale

DTN experiments and more potential delay/disruptive tolerant network applications,
4Waze has been acquired by Google on June 11th 2013 for 1.1 billion dollars.
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but the ‘killer applications’ are still to be found [36][37].

1.2 The contribution of this thesis

application

(transport)

network

link-layer

efficient
routing

efficient
information
collection

efficient neighbor
discovery

power constraints

storage
constraints

bandwidth
constraints

target resource
constraints

solution Internet layer

targeted problem targeted layer

Interpretation of  arrows:

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

Chapter 5

related-
chapter

Figure 1.4: Overview of the thesis: the target problems, solutions, the stack layers, and
relative chapters

DTN research shares a similar stack as the Internet. One difference is that the

transport layer has less content (due to lack of end-2-end connection) and is well mixed

with network layer. A DTN routing solution considers both the message path selection

and message congestion control. Thus, a dash line is used to separate transport layer

and network layer in the stack in Figure 1.4. Figure 1.4 describes our contributions,

and the targeted problems and related layers. In details, this thesis contributes in three

aspects.

• Link-layer: Access Point based neighbor discovery protocol (R2). Link layer

is the physical and logical network component used to locally interconnect nodes

in a network. Link lay protocols consist of a suite of methods and standards that

operate only between one-hop neighboring nodes of a local network segment,

9
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e.g., media access control. We are interested in mobile nodes neighbor discovery

protocols, which is one of the most important topic in the link layer. We identify

the potential design space as well as the limitation of existing neighbor discovery

protocols. Specifically, while a locally synchronized protocol can potentially op-

erate at a low duty cycle while achieving short discovery delays, its synchronous

nature makes it inefficient in a dense neighborhood. We propose a scheme R2, a

locally synchronized protocol based on Wi-Fi AP beacons. The scalable design

makes it work in dense mobile phone environment, which is often seen in urban

environments. We also investigate the synchronization issue when a large number

of APs are present. R2 saves power and exploits more communication chances

for phones. This sets up a solid corner stone for all applications that rely on the

communication between mobile nodes.

• Network layer and transport layer: Resource efficient routing algorithm

(Plankton). The network layer mainly does packet forwarding including rout-

ing through intermediate routers in the Internet. Transport layer is responsible for

data stream support, reliability, and flow control . In DTNs, the two layers are of-

ten mixed. DTN routing protocols provide message routing, reliability, and flow

control. We propose a novel DTN routing algorithm named Plankton. Plankton

utilizes contact probability estimation and replica control to reduce overhead to

reduce resource usage while enhance routing performance. Plankton has two ma-

jor contributions to DTN routing methodology. (i) It proposes a framework for

connection prediction and predicts connections via both short-term bursty con-

tacts and long-term, association based contact pattern. (ii) It controls message

replica quotas based on estimated contact probabilities and delivery probabili-

ties. The two techniques can shed light for future research on the measurement

of connection prediction reliance and its utility in message replica control.

• Application layer: Resource efficient data aggregation scheme (change aware-

ness based data aggregation). Application layer uses underlying network lay-

10
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ers to provide services to end users. We are interested in aggregating data via

DTN connections to reduce infrastructure communication. By intermittent short

range connections, nodes can exchange information. As nodes’ connections are

heterogeneous, some nodes can grasp more information, while others only can

grasp less information. Based on this observation, we propose a novel concept

of change awareness. By change awareness, informative nodes can be computed

given dynamic connections. A node is more informative when it can know more

other nodes’ data updates, e.g., the sense data. Based on the computation, we

propose an algorithm that computes a minimum set of nodes whose information

union can form a global snapshot. A server can collect global data by communi-

cating with only these informative nodes.

1.3 The organization of this thesis

We discuss mobile nodes neighbor discovery solution in Chapter 3. Following this, our

solutions on resource efficient DTN routing are presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5,

we describe change awareness and its application on resource efficient data aggregation

via DTNs. The conclusion and future work are presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Overview of DTN Research

2.1 Resource constraints in DTNs

Researches in DTNs share many common interesting topics with the Internet research

community. Figure2.1 illustrates DTN layers and relevant research topics. DTNs have

attracted a great research efforts, and plentiful impressive proposals have been raised.

However, practical DTN solutions to mobile node neighbor discovery, efficient message

routing, and information collection still face substantial challenges. Main challenges

come from resource constraints as bellows.

• Limited power capability. Limited battery capability is a known major con-

straint of mobile devices. Research in [38] investigates the power constraints in

smart phones. By their measurement, continuous Wi-Fi transmission can drain

one normal mobile phone battery in six hours. The battery can last 27 hours

in a regular use mode; the battery can last 21 hours in the business mode where

more cellular communication exists; If more power consumption by today mobile

applications is considered, the battery life likely becomes shorter.

• Limited transmission capability. DTN transmission capability is limited by two

factors. First, nodes are mobile, and therefore their wireless bandwidth is often

not as good as static nodes. Second, nodes’ connection durations are usually

12
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Figure 2.1: DTN stacks

short. For example, the average connection length is 45s in MIT Reality trace

[39], 22s for roller net trace [40], and 50s in SF taxi trace (with 100 meters wire-

less transmission range). Many contacts have short contact duration as shown in

Figure 3.2 (a). If we exclude the neighbor discovery delay, the usable contact

length is even shorter.

• Limited buffer capability. Mobile devices are buffer constrained, especially

when multimedia data are stored. The use of external storage can abate the con-

straints, but it also introduces extra writing/reading delays and power consump-

tion.

The three constraints are not equally applicable to all nodes in DTNs. For example,

nodes mounted on vehicles are more limited by transmission capability, and are less

confined in buffer and power capabilities. DTNs consisted of smart phones have all the

three types of constraints.
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2.2 Challenges in solving resource constraints

We illustrate the challenges by an example. A node ‘S’ has a message to be sent to

‘D’ via DTN connections. By the feature of DTNs, no end-to-end communication path

exists most of the time, and the connections are not scheduled. We are interested in the

following three challenging questions.

An immediate question is how to discover neighbor nodes within wireless (e.g.,

Wi-Fi, Bluetooth) transmission range. In practice, mobile nodes’ clocks are usually

asynchronous. Continuous wireless scan can promptly discover neighbors, but it drains

too much power and hence is not applicable to devices with limited power supply, e.g.,

phones. To save power, a node needs to sleep its wireless interface as often as possible.

Under this setting, we like to capture most connections such as the connections longer

than some time period, say 50s. Under these requirements, energy efficient neighbor

discovery is a challenge.

Next, after having discovered neighbors, how to route messages via intermittent

connections? This equals to the follow question. When a node buffers messages for dif-

ferent destinations, how can the node select messages to forward to different neighbors?

The trivial solution of message flooding does not generate good results especially when

message traffic is high. To wisely select relays for messages, a node needs to predict

future connections, which is non-trivial given that mobile nodes have non-scheduled

movements. Another challenging part is to control the number of message replicas. A

message to be transmitted needs to generate multiple replicas to reduce delivery latency

and improve delivery chances. Messages for some source-destination pairs need more

replicas, while messages for other pairs need fewer replicas. However, it is not easy to

dynamically control the number of replicas as connections are not scheduled and the

communication between nodes are intermittent and distributive. Hence, it is not easy to

design a resource efficient routing algorithm, i.e., achieve good performance with fewer

replicas.

Finally, how to collect or estimate up-to-date information from nodes in DTNs?
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Figure 2.2: The architecture design for DTN resource constraints

Up-to-date information from nodes can facilitate applications, e.g., ubiquitous sensor

date collection. When an application needs up-to-date data, it is unavoidable to utilize

infrastructure (e.g., cellular networks) communication, since DTN in-band communi-

cation (i.e., short range communication between mobile nodes) is severely confined by

nodes’ movement. However, DTNs can help offload traffic from infrastructure com-

munication by aggregating data via short distance communication. Thus, the target

problem is how to exploit DTN in-band communication to minimize the use of cellular

networks.

2.3 Researches for DTN resource constraints

The published solutions for resource constraints can be classified into two categories:

(i) the solutions of architecture level and (ii) the solutions to problems of different DTN

stack layers. Within the second category, we borrow Internet stacks to classify the

solutions, as DTN research shares many common problems as the Internet research.

The second set of work, i.e., solutions to DTN stack layers, is more relevant to this

thesis. Here we shortly discuss related work. More lengthy discussion on related work

can be found in later chapters.
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2.3.1 Architecture level design

The architecture level solutions handle DTN resource constraints from three aspects,

as shown in Figure 2.2. In MORA [41], Burns et al. propose to add in autonomous

agents as mobile elements to improve DTN performance. Similar work in [42, 43] also

exploits extra nodes to handle resource constraints and improve performances. Some

other work add in static infrastructures to handle resource constraints. Authors in [44,

45, 20] add in infrastructure, e.g. throw-boxes or info-stations, to leverage message

transmission under resource constraints. Multiple wireless interfaces are also proposed

to lessen wireless transmission constraints. June et al. propose to exploit both short

range and long range wireless transmission [46]. Harras et al. propose ParaNets[47] that

uses satellite networks, cellular networks et al. to improve the performance of DTNs.

Liberator et al. propose to add in second Bluetooth to DTN nodes [48]. Banerjee et al.

propose to use Xtend Ratio in throw-box to detect the movement of mobile nodes and

alert short range wireless transmission when necessary [49].

2.3.2 Link layer: mobile nodes neighbor discovery

Neighbor discovery in the scenario of DTNs is challenging, as the nodes’ clocks are

usually asynchronous and the durations when nodes are within transmission distance

are often momentary. Continuous scan can quickly drain the power. To save power,

energy constraint devices need to set wireless interface off as much as possible, e.g.,

99% of time, and wake up in the rest time slices, e.g., 1% of time. The goal of neighbor

discovery algorithms are to quickly discover neighbors with small power consumption.

Existing solutions for neighbor discovery can be categorized into three groups, asyn-

chronous probabilistic, asynchronous deterministic, and synchronous.

The asynchronous probabilistic algorithm e.g., ‘birthday protocol’[50] requires nodes

to wake up, transmit packets at a slot with a probability by power budget, e.g., 0.01.

Each node independently switches on/off wireless interface. When two nearby nodes

switch on wireless interfaces at the same time, then they can discover each other. This
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can provide good average performance due to birthday paradox[51]. However, the pro-

tocol does not guarantee the worst discovery latency.

The asynchronous deterministic protocols [52, 53, 54, 55, 56] aim to guarantee

worst case performance by utilizing wake patterns. For example, the quorum based

protocols [52, 53] put time slots in a m ×m square, a node wakes up by one column

and one row. SearchLight [56] extends the idea by probing row slots, which reduced

both average delay and worse case delay. Another type of solutions exploit Chinese

remainder theorem to schedule wake slots, such as Disco[54], and U-conn[55].

Synchronous neighbor discovery protocols [57, 58, 59] exploit available infrastruc-

ture to synchronize the wake-up clock. The infrastructure can be the Wi-Fi Access

Points (AP) or the NTP server. Hao et al. utilize Wi-Fi beacons to synchronize wireless

sensor networks [60]. Wi-Fi AP beacons are used to locally schedule mobile phone

wake-up in the paper [57, 59]. Li et al. [58] propose globally synchronizing phones

using Network Time Protocol (NTP) to achieve fast neighbor discovery.

Synchronization based neighbor discovery algorithms can significantly improve the

chance of wake-up overlap, but they incur two types of overhead. The first one is the

overhead of synchronization and the second one is the wireless collision when mobile

neighbors are dense. Wireless collision only applies to synchronous neighbor discovery,

not asynchronous neighbor discovery, as the asynchronous neighbor discovery naturally

distributes phones’ wake-up time into different time slots.

2.3.3 Network and transport layer: message routing and control

DTN routing schemes have been extensively investigated for more than 10 years, begin-

ning when DTN was proposed by Kevin Fall [1]. Existing proposals can be classified

into three categories by how much the contact prediction is exploited, as articulated

by the survey papers [61, 62, 63]. The first type of proposal routes message based

the prediction on future contacts. Some assume strong contact patterns, e.g., peri-

odical contacts in RCM [64] and ‘scalable routing’[65], and exponential distribution

RAPID[66], Max-Contribution[67]. Others predict contacts by recent contacts, e.g.,
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LER[68], ‘FRESH’[69], ‘LER under RWP’[70], ‘spray and focus’[71], MaxProp[72],

PRoPHET[73], E-PRoPHET[74]. As seen in more recent research, social network

based routing uses social network analysis techniques to facilitate message forwarding

decisions ‘simBet’[75], ‘simBetAge’[76], ‘map contacts to social network’[77], ‘label

routing’[78], ‘community detection’[79], ‘Bubble Rap’ [80], SMART[81], ‘Friendship

based routing’[82], ‘social-feature based routing’[83].

The second type of proposal controls the message replica quota without using con-

tact predictions, e.g., ‘Simple Counting Protocol’[84], ‘two-hop routing’[85, 86], ‘spray

and wait’[87], ‘gossip based routing’[88].

The third type of proposals use both techniques for routing algorithms, most of

which were proposed more recently. EBR in [89] extends ‘spray and wait’[87] by split-

ting replica quota between nodes based on contact profiles. ‘multi-period spraying’ [90]

uses different phases to control message replicas. A new phase is needed only when the

previous phases cannot fulfil the routing goals.

All these works handle two fundamental questions: (1) how do nodes control the

number of replicas? (2) how to select relays for message replicas? The control on the

number of replicas and the placement of replicas have major impact on DTN routing

performance.

We define the resource efficiency in neighbor discovery by the control of the number

of message replicas. We ask the question: when two nodes have a sufficiently long

connection, does one node duplicate all messages it has to the other one? If the answer

is no, the algorithm is energy efficient. By this definition, the existing work in the

second and the third category [84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90] are energy efficient routing

algorithms.

Existing proposals on DTN routing have two major limits. Firstly, contact predic-

tion accuracy is not clear. So far, we have seen little effort in investigating contact

prediction accuracies. We tested typical prediction algorithms on real world traces, and

the results are not robust or good enough (see Chapter 4.4 for details). Secondly, ex-

isting algorithms fail to efficiently integrate connection predictions and replica control
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schemes. Some proposals use both techniques, but they fail to efficiently adjust replica

quotas by contact predictions. Under the two limitations, proposed algorithms failed

to route messages in a resource efficient way. More literature review can be found in

Section 4.2.

2.3.4 Application layer: data aggregation in DTNs

Lets first have a look at an example application. A server needs to collect or aggregate

up-to-date sensor data from all mobile nodes in DTNs. These mobile nodes are in-

termittently connected, which constrains the information access between nodes within

DTNs. In applications requiring up-to-date and global information, the process of ag-

gregation inevitably uses infrastructure communication. We examine the problem: how

to minimize the number of nodes using infrastructure by exploiting DTN communica-

tion? Practical solutions to data aggregation via DTNs has wide applications. First, it

facilitates DTN metadata collection. For example it can provide practical solutions to

collect ubiquitous sensor data. Smart phones nowadays have a rich set of sensors. They

can participate in sensing and provide data to a server located in the Internet clouds, by

which more users can access the sense data. As the sense data collection is long-term

and frequent, a practical solution needs to be economical in phone power consumption

and data transmission finance expense.

Most of the existing data aggregation and collection solutions are designed for

wireless sensor networks, as discussed in the surveys [91, 92]. They either construct

tree-based [93, 94] or cluster-based [95, 96] data diffusion protocols. These proto-

cols are suitable to static networks having stable connection topology, not the dynamic

ones. Some solutions were proposed for data dissemination and aggregation for VANET

[97, 98]. The research on information flow in temporal graph and dynamic networks

[99, 100] can be exploited for data aggregation in DTNs. Theoretical results on the

minimization of infrastructure communication via mobile node to mobile node commu-

nication are articulated in [101]. The solution presented in Chapter 5 works along this

direction.
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2.3.5 Summary

Mobile nodes are usually limited in resource, namely, battery capability, transmission

bandwidth, and storage sizes. DTN research community has been focusing on the re-

source efficiency in DTN solutions. These solutions provide valuable experience and

insight into the features of DTN solutions and applications. However, we still see the

gap in resource efficient DTN solutions. Inspired by this, in Chapter 3,4, and 5, system-

atic DTN solutions are proposed to accomplish resource efficient DTN solutions.
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Wi-Fi Access Point based neighbor

discovery algorithm

Before any type of short range wireless communication between mobile nodes, a node

must first detect mobile neighbors within communication range. This process is called

neighbor discovery. Neighbor discovery forms a basis for all local node-to-node com-

munication. In this chapter, we first provide an analytical review of existing solutions

and then we investigate the gaps between existing solutions and the neighbor discovery

requirements. Based on these analysis results, we present our Wi-Fi AP based solution,

which provides short discovery delay and is scalable.

3.1 Background

Neighbor discovery is an indispensable building block for DTN applications. Also,

the mobile nodes neighbor discovery process itself has many immediate applications.

Examples of applications that rely on detecting nodes presence include wildlife track-

ing [102], firefighting [103], search and rescue operations [104], and social network-

ing [105]. In fact, there are already a large number of mobile apps that are spe-

cially designed for enhancing interactions among mobile users close by, for example,

Badoo [30], Skout [26] and Circles [31]. Each of these apps has more than 5 million
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downloads as of April 20141. With all new features that are made possible through

proximity, it will not be surprising if online social networks like Facebook [106] and

LinkedIn [107] would extend their features to include local interactions.

A key technique to support such a service in an energy efficient manner is duty cy-

cling, in which devices sleep as much as possible and wake up infrequently to discover

other devices. While duty cycling saves energy, it also increases the discovery latency

and decreases discovery ratio. The challenge is to balance the trade-off between energy

consumption and discovery latency/ratio.

There have already been many existing discovery protocols [50, 52, 108, 54, 55, 56,

58, 59]. While all of them are designed for achieving low duty cycle and low discovery

latency, there has not yet been a systematic investigation to examine their application

in mobile phone settings. Somewhat surprisingly, the mobile phone neighbor discovery

problem can be as challenging as (if not more challenging than) the well investigated

sensor neighbor discovery problem [109].

First, for mobile phones, neighbor discovery is by itself not a standalone appli-

cation but an enabling function that is required to support proximity-based applica-

tions. Hence, a practical solution for phone neighbor discovery should consume as little

energy as possible since neighbor discovery needs to be ‘always-on’, independent of

whether there is any neighbor. Existing protocols often evaluate their performance in

the range of 1% to 10% power consumption. Instead, a close-up examination of the

smart phone power profile reveals that for Wi-Fi based neighbor discovery, 1% should

be an upper limit instead of a lower limit. A duty cycle of less than 1% is highly desir-

able. As an essential building block, if the neighbor discovery protocol consumes too

much power, the lifetime of mobile nodes will be dramatically degraded, which further

makes DTN applications less attractive.

Second, discovery latencies should be made as short as tens of seconds. This is

because a large number of contacts are short (less than 30s) and the ability to utilize

such short contacts significantly increases the number of reachable unique devices. A
1The number of downloads is checked on the web pages for the respective applications.
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study of three different mobility traces (Section 3.2) shows that between 15% to 75% of

the contacts are less than 30s and from 40% to 80% more unique devices can be reached

if these short contacts are utilized. A short discovery latencies can help with bandwidth

constraints with more communication time and message route choices by discovering

connections with more nodes.

Motivated by the concrete settings of mobile phones, we conduct a review and com-

pare the design space (asynchronous vs. synchronous, and for the latter, globally syn-

chronized vs. locally synchronized) of neighbor discovery protocols. The key to find

the best protocol turns out to be at the (constant) values of a few parameters. In gen-

eral, different settings favor different protocols. Among all protocols analyzed, locally

synchronized protocols are the most promising category for simultaneously achieving

negligible energy footprint (< 3% of battery capacity) and low discovery delay (< 30

seconds). Intuitively, the advantage of locally synchronized protocols is that they use

local time references (e.g., the timestamps in the management frames of nearby Wi-Fi

APs) to synchronize neighbor phones, hence they incur significantly smaller (< 1%)

synchronization overhead than globally synchronized protocols.

One immediate concern for locally synchronized protocols is whether two neighbor

phones can effectively select the same time reference, especially in urban areas where

each phone can often be simultaneously covered by dozens of different APs. We show

that this problem can be solved by a simple minimum-k strategy with k as small as

3. Here each phone simply uses a global hashing function to hash the MAC address

of each AP it can hear. Then it syncs with the k APs with the minimum hash values.

We use analysis and simulation results to show that this simple strategy solves the ’too

many APs’ issue nicely.

We find that the more fundamental challenge for synchronous protocols is to deal

with ‘too many neighbors’. In urban settings, phones often cluster together (e.g., in

classroom, bus terminal, or shops). With an increasing number of neighbors, the syn-

chronous nature of the locally synchronized protocols causes excessive contention,

which in turn increases the (re)discovery delay linearly or even super linearly. We
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provide measurement and evaluation results to illustrate the potential impact of this

scalability issue. In contrast, asynchronous protocols scale well with the neighborhood

size since they naturally spread the neighbor phones across different slots.

Guided by the above observations, we design R2, a mobile phone neighbor discov-

ery protocol that delivers the promise by providing a discovery delay bound2 smaller

than 30s while consuming merely 2.5mW of power on average. Consider a typical

6Wh phone battery that needs to power a phone for 48hour (with the user alternating

between active and standby modes), R2’s total energy footprint through the 48hours

translates to only 2% of the battery capacity. Further, R2’s performance is largely inde-

pendent of the neighborhood size. Hence, it continues to provide low discovery delay

even under very high network density.

R2 uses multiple unique designs to achieve its supreme performance: First, R2

uses the Wi-Fi radio interface to scan for nearby APs as local time references, but

uses the Bluetooth 4.0 radio interface to discover neighbor phones. Second, R2 uses

a Rendezvous-Reconnaissance mechanism to decouple the discovery delay from the

neighborhood size to solve the scalability problem. Third, R2 lets a node adapt its

operation based on the information it gathers, including its mode (discovery vs. main-

tenance, mobility vs. static) and the perceived neighborhood size.

3.2 Motivation

Over the past decade or so, researchers have developed an impressive collection of

neighbor discovery protocols. To examine different protocols, we first investigate the

concrete settings of mobile phone neighbor discovery problem.

3.2.1 Discovery delay: How short is short enough?

A direct consequence of operating at a lower duty cycle is that it increases the discovery

latency at least inversely linearly. In fact, for the many collection of asynchronous pro-
2Under certain protocol-specific assumptions that hold with high probability.
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Figure 3.1: (a) The distribution of contact lengths, and (b) the fraction of unique devices
that would be missed under increasing discovery delay.

Name Scenario
Roller-net 62 internal and 1039 external nodes, in a sports event
Food court 2000 nodes, foodcourt, area of 1500m2, 3 hours
State fair 19 nodes, North Carolina state fair, 3 hours

Table 3.1: The traces used for neighbor discovery evaluation

tocols [52, 108, 54, 55, 56], as will be discussed in Section 3.3, their worst-case delay

D is at least as large as T
f2 (see Table 3.3 for the interpretation of T and f ), where T is

the minimum duration for a phone to wake, transmit or receive 1 or 2 packets and go

back to sleep. Even if T = 1ms (which is arguably the limit for Wi-Fi standard), for

f = 0.3%, The delay will already be D = 1×10−3

(3×10−3)2
> 100s. Since the average discov-

ery latency for such protocols is roughly half of the worst-case latency, the discovery

ratio for contacts shorter than 50s will be far from the satisfactory (i.e., < 30%).

To illustrate the practical delay requirement for mobile phone neighbor discovery,

consider the scenario where two pedestrians walk in opposite directions towards each

other at the walking speed of 1m/s. Suppose their phone-to-phone transmission range

is 30m. The contact duration for their phones is hence only about 30s.

We analyze three different mobility traces as shown in Table 3.1. The food court

trace records information on customers’ visit to Newton Hawker center in Singapore.

The state fair trace3 records customer’s location update when they move in an open

market place. The RollerNet trace 4 contains the connection/disconnection information

between motes brought by people during a blading competition. In the analysis, we
3http://crawdad.cs.dartmouth.edu/ncsu/mobilitymodels
4http://crawdad.cs.dartmouth.edu/upmc/rollernet
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Active
power

Duty cycle for power budget
2.5mW 5mW 10mW 20mW
2% 4% 8% 16%

BLE 0.25W 1% 2% 4% 8%
WiFi 1W 0.25% 0.5% 1% 2%

Table 3.2: Comparison between Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) and WiFi. Assume a
battery capacity of 6Wh and a recharge cycle of 48h. Hence 2% of energy footprint
in the battery translates to 2% × 6Wh/48h = 2.5mW of power budget. This further
translates to 1% of duty cycle for BLE and 0.25% of duty cycle for WiFi.

do not consider contacts that are below 10s. Fig. 3.2(a) shows the CDF of the contact

duration for different mobility traces. The result clearly illustrates that a significant

proportion of the contacts are short. In particular, about 70% of the contacts for the

roller-net trace is between 10s and 30s. For the two traces (roller-net and food court)

with a large number of nodes, Fig. 3.2(b) shows the missing ratio of unique discoverable

devices under varying discovery delay. This further illustrates the importance of these

short contacts: if the discovery delay is increased to 30s, around 30% to 45% of unique

devices would be missed. This translates to 40% to 80% more discoverable unique

devices if phones can discover short contacts (10s - 30s) in addition to the longer ones

(>30s).

3.2.2 Duty cycle: How low is low enough?

Existing efforts [50, 52, 108, 54, 55, 56, 58, 59] often evaluate their protocols with

duty cycles in the range between 1% to 10%. While these values may appear low, it

is important to note that a neighbor discovery protocol has to be run in the background

at all time, regardless of whether the user is actively using the phone. Hence, even

a seemingly low duty cycle can translate to substantial energy consumption. As an

illustrating example, consider a phone with a battery5 of 6Wh and a recharging cycle

of 48 hours. A phone normally consumes around 1W when using its Wi-Fi interface

for transmission. With the neighbor discovery service over Wi-Fi being operated at
5As a reference, the battery capacities of iPhone 5 and Samsung Galaxy S3 are 5.45Wh and 8Wh

respectively.
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a duty cycle of 5%, this service consumes 40% (i.e., 48h × 1W × 5%/6Wh) of the

total battery capacity, which is far from acceptable. In fact, even when operating at the

much lower duty cycle of 1%, this service’s energy footprint is still 8%. Given that

neighbor discovery is an underlying service that does not provide direct values to the

smart phone users by itself, such a level of power consumption (i.e., nearly 10%) can

already be visible to the end users and may make running such a service unattractive.

We argue that for WiFi based neighbor discovery, a duty cycle of 1% should be treated

more like an upper limit rather than a lower limit.

Now consider the use of the Bluetooth interface — specifically, Bluetooth Low

Energy (BLE) — for neighbor discovery. BLE provides considerably reduced power

consumption while maintaining a similar communication range (≈ 30m) as earlier

Bluetooth. We measure that phones consume around 250mW (with screen off but

CPU running to process packets) when using its Bluetooth interface. Since Bluetooth is

about 4× more power efficient than WiFi, its duty cycle upper limit can be set at 4%.

Table 3.2 compares the Wi-Fi and Bluetooth interface and how the same power

budget maps to different duty cycle values for them. If the discovery protocols are to

have negligible energy footprint, a duty cycle of 1% or less is clearly desirable, even for

BLE.

Besides the standard duty cycle needed for the search of neighbor phones, neighbor

discovery protocols may incur other overheads. For example, a protocol that relies on

time synchronization (e.g., the recent RBTP [58]) needs the phone to consume some ex-

tra energy for that. To provide a fair comparison between protocols of different designs,

we generalize the definition of duty cycle to include all these necessary overheads, and

we use f to denote this generalized duty cycle. Note that f is defined as regard to a

specific radio interface: 1% of duty cycle for Bluetooth consumes only 1/4 of energy

compared to 1% of duty cycle for WiFi.

Finally, the use of either WiFi or BLE implies different possible ranges of slot

length, T , usable. For WiFi, T would be 100ms or larger, , but as energy efficient

IoT node appears, the trend shows shorter T is possible as wakeup overhead becomes
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Definition Example values
P Active power for a selected radio interface PWiFi ≈ 1W

PBLE ≈ 0.25W

f Duty cycle, as extended to capture all over-
heads (e.g., synchronization cost) and nor-
malized to chosen interface

Desirably:
DWiFi <1%
DBLE <4%

D Bound for discovery delay (under protocol-
specific assumptions)

Desirably < 30s

T Time slot duration needed for an interface to
wake up, transmit or receive a few packets,
and sleep

TWiFi = 100ms (can
be higher, e.g., 2s without
driver support)
TBLE = 10ms

N Neighborhood size 1 → several dozens
Key parameters for synchronous protocol

Γ Energy consumed for one time-
synchronization operation

NTP over Cellular:
Γg = 40J
Local WiFi AP:
Γl = 0.1J

Y Bound for initial synchronization error NTP over WAN:
Yg = 20ms
Local WiFi AP:
Yl = 2ms

x Bound for clock drift 20PPM

κ Number of reference clocks for locally
synced protocols

≥1
κ = 3 often suffices

Table 3.3: Notations used for neighbor discovery analysis.

smaller, e.g., GainSpan 6. For BLE, T = 10ms is possible.

For easy reference, Table 3.3 summarizes the key notations that we will use in the

following discussions.

3.3 Literature review

This section reviews the major neighbor discovery protocols in the literature (see a

summary in Table 3.4). Early neighbor discovery protocols were most designed to

serve static wireless sensor networks, which is not suitable for DTNs. In this review,

we focus on the works that target mobile networks. We categorize them into two major

categories: asynchronous protocols which are designed without time synchronization
6http://www.gainspan.com/docs2/GS2011M-PB.pdf, checked on 30 Aug 2014
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Category Representative
protocols

Delay bound D

Asynchronous
probabilistic

Birthday proto-
cols [50]

None

Asynchronous
deterministic

Quorum-
based [52, 108]
Disco [54]
U-Connect [55]
Searchlight [56]

θ( T
f2 )

Globally
synchronized

RBTP [58] θ( xΓg

Pf2 )

Locally
synchronized

E2D [59] θ(κ2xΓl
Pf2 )

Table 3.4: The spectrum of neighbor discovery approaches and how their performance
depends on their key parameters.

among the neighbors, and synchronous protocols which make use of certain degree of

synchronization.

3.3.1 Asynchronous protocols

For asynchronous protocols, there are two subcategories: the early birthday proto-

cols [50] provide simple and robust ways for achieving probabilistic neighbor discovery,

while most of the follow-up efforts focus on leveraging certain deterministic designs to

provide worst-case delay guarantee.

Birthday Protocols. McGlynn and Borbash [50] proposed a family of protocols for

neighbor discovery in static ad hoc wireless networks. For each slot, this family of

protocols let each node independently decide whether to wake up (switch on wireless

interface) to send or receive messages, or sleep (switch off wireless interface). The de-

cision is made in a probabilistic way. The authors discussed how to set the probabilities

under different settings (e.g., varying neighborhood size and energy budget) so as to

improve the discovery performance. The probabilistic nature of the protocols simplifies

the design and also provides smooth performance degradation when the actual deploy-

ment differs from the planned case. However, the probabilistic nature of these protocols

does not provide any worst case discovery delay guarantee, i.e., D = ∞.
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Partly motivated by this, a steady stream of efforts has been extended to study asyn-

chronous protocols that leverage deterministic designs to provide worst-case discovery

delay guarantee. The following protocols are representatives of these efforts:

Quorum-based protocols. Tseng et al. [52] proposed a protocol based on a grid quo-

rum system. A quorum system is a collection of sets where any two sets have a non-

empty intersection. In this quorum-based protocol, time is divided into a sequence

of periods, where each period consists of n2 time slots. Each node uses the same

n and interprets the slots in each period as an n × n array. It then selects a row

and a column and wakes up in every slots there. The duty cycle of this protocol is

f = (2n − 1)/n2 ≈ 2
n . This quorum-based design ensures that any two asynchronous

nodes have at least 2 common wake-up slots every period, and the worst-case discov-

ery delay of D = (n2 − 1)T ≈ 4T
f2 . Jiang et al. [108] proved that no quorum-based

protocols can achieve D < T
f2 . In the same work, Jiang et al. also proposed a number

of variant protocols based on different quorum systems that provides constant factor

improvement.

Disco. Dutta and Culler [54] proposed the Disco protocol, which employs the idea

from Chinese Remainder Theorem to ensure guaranteed worst-case discovery delay. In

the Disco protocol, each node selects two different primes (p1 and p2) and wakes up

when its local time is a multiple of either p1 or p2. The duty cycle of Disco is hence

f = p1+p2

p1p2
. If all nodes use the same pair of primes p1 and p2, the worst-case delay is

D = p1p2. Since f = p1+p2

p1p2
> 2√

p1p2
, we have D > 4T

f2 . If p1 and p2 are within a

constant ratio, we still have D = θ( T
f2 ). One desirable property of Disco is that each

phone can base on its own duty cycle budget to choose its own pair of primes.

U-Connect. Kandhalu et al. [55] proposed the U-Connect protocol, which adapts the

previous quorum-based protocol [52] by incorporating the co-prime property. Recall

that each period in the quorum-based protocol [52] contains an n × n array of slots

and each node wakes up at one row plus one column in each period. U-Connect allows

different nodes to use different period, as long as its size equals to p× p for some prime
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p. Hence, a node can choose the value of p based on its own duty cycle budget. Another

technique used in U-Connect is to cut the wake-up slots from one column plus one row

down to approximately one column plus half of a row. Specifically, U-Connect reduces

the duty cycle from f = 2p−1
p2 ≈ 2

p to f = p+d p+1
2
e

p2 ≈ 1.5
p (with a saving of around

25%), with negligible impact on the delay D.

While only slightly increasing the worst-case delay from D = (p2 − 1)T to D =

p2T between nodes with the same parameter p. For two nodes with different duty

cycle of f1 and f2, U-Connect’s design ensures that D = θ( T
f1f2

). In comparison, the

original quorum-based protocol does not enforce the co-prime property and can result

in D = θ( T
(min(f1,f2))2

) for two nodes with duty cycle values of f1 and f2 respectively.

Searchlight. Bakht et al. [56] proposed the Searchlight protocol, which further im-

proves U-Connect by introducing a number of techniques. First, Searchlight organized

probing in a systematic way. Each period of Searchlight is still an n × n array of slots

and a node still wakes up in one row. Besides that, for the remaining n× (n− 1) array

of slots, instead of waking up only in slots of one single column (as in quorum-based

protocol and U-Connect), Searchlight lets a node to choose one ’probe’ slot in each

column. To do ’systematic probing’, Searchlight changes the relative position of the

probe slot across columns. This basic version of Searchlight has a duty cycle value of

f = 2n
n2 = 2

n , and its worst-case discovery delay is D = nbn
2 cT ≈ 2T

f2 .

To further improve performance, Searchlight proposes to make the wake-up time

of a phone ‘overflows’ from the slot boundary by a small fraction of δ, so that the sys-

tematic probing can skip all odd positions of a column. Such a striping design roughly

halves the worst-case discovery delay to D = nd b
n
2
c

2 eT ≈ T
f2 as compared to the

non-striped version. Finally, Searchlight supports the use of a random probing pattern.

While this does not change the worst-case discovery delay, it improves the average dis-

covery delay.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the wake-up slot schedule for the four asynchronous deter-

ministic protocols as we reviewed above. Note that the worst-case discovery delay

guarantees for all of them are in the order of θ( T
f2 ). With all its optimization tech-
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(a) Grid-quorum-based: 

, , 

(b) Disco: , ,

, 

(c) U-Connect: ,

, (d) Searchlight: , 

, 

Figure 3.2: Wake-up schedules of major asynchronous deterministic protocols.

niques, the latest Searchlight protocol [56] can reduce the worst-case delay by up to 4×
as compared to earlier protocols [52, 54].

3.3.2 Synchronous protocols

A few very recent efforts begin to leverage certain degree of time synchronization for

better neighbor discovery performance. Based on the scale of synchronization, we di-

vide the synchronous protocols into to categories: the global synchronization protocol

and the local synchronization protocol. The prior one requires all nodes to synchronize

to a global clock, while the later one requires close-by nodes synchronize to common

clock and nodes of different parts can synchronize to different clocks.

RBTP — A globally synchronized protocol. Li and Sinha [58] proposed the Recursive

Binary Time Partitioning (RBTP) protocol, which leverages global time synchroniza-

tion sources like NTP servers to reduce discovery delay. They conducted a controlled

experiments where 8 phones, are used. For each phone, its clock skew does not vary
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with time hence RBTP can use linear fitting to reduce the clock drift rate. In the exper-

iment, the maximum synchronization error can be kept within 100ms by letting each

phone synchronize with a NTP server every 6 hours. RBTP hence assumes that global

synchronization can be done with negligible overhead. We will revisit this claim in

Section 3.4. Assume overhead can be ignored, for phones with the same duty cycle of

f = 1
n , a trivial design that lets each phone wake up once in every of the nth slot pro-

vides the optimal worst case delay D = nT ′ = T ′
f , where the slot length T ′ depends on

both T and the synchronization error. Hence, T ′ can be greater than T . The key design

of RBTP is to deal with the case when phones can have different duty cycle budgets,

say f1 and f2. By letting a node wake up at slots that recursively partition a time frame

in a binary fashion, RBTP can achieve a worst case delay of D < 2 T ′
min(f1,f2) , which is

near optimal.

Note that RBTP assumes all phones have Internet access for synchronization with

the NTP server, which may not be true for some phones (e.g., those without cellular data

plan and/or no Wi-Fi access) or at least not desirable (e.g., for roaming phones). Its per-

formance also depends on both the synchronization overhead (i.e., whether it is really

negligible) and the synchronization quality (which leads to, e.g., how T ′ compares with

T ).

E2D — A Locally Synchronized Protocol. Camps-Mur and Loureiro [59] proposed

the Energy Efficient Discovery (E2D) Wi-Fi mechanism, which uses in-situ Wi-Fi ac-

cess points (APs) infrastructure to help synchronize mobile nodes. Since the synchro-

nization can be done based on the timestamps in the AP beacons or probe responses,

there is no need for the mobile nodes to have permission to associate with these APs or

gain Internet access through them. There is also no need to make any changes to the

APs. E2D is designed to discover clusters (instead of individual nodes). Specifically,

when a node gets the timestamps from an AP, it uses that as a reference to calculate

when it should wake up to meet the cluster of nodes (if there is any) that are synchro-

nized to the same AP.

The functionality provided by E2D is different from most other neighbor discovery
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protocols. Specifically, E2D is designed for phones to quickly discover nearby clusters,

instead of discovering and maintaining individual neighbor phones. Section 3.4 will

analyze the performance of a locally synchronized protocol (like E2D) that is designed

for the traditional goal of pairwise discovery.

Since different APs may not be synchronized, and different clusters may be based

on different APs. E2D lets a node to carry out such a scanning process for multiple

reference APs (up to a certain number).

3.4 Which protocol to use?

Based on the literature review, we will next discuss the design space of the various

neighbor discovery algorithms. As asynchronous algorithms have been well analyzed,

we will simply quote the results from the relevant work. For synchronous algorithm,

as the analysis results provided in RBTP and E2D do not explicitly include the syn-

chronization overhead and error, we perform the required analysis to quantify their

performance, we will qualitatively analyze their performance.

We analyze how different protocols perform when operating with different radio

interfaces (i.e., Bluetooth vs. Wi-Fi) and under varying power budget (as measured by

the generalized duty cycle f over the chosen radio interface). The choice of different

interface results in different time slot duration T and power consumption P , which can

affect different protocols in different ways. For synchronous protocols, our analysis

further includes Γ (synchronization overhead), Y (maximum initial synchronization

error), x (maximum clock drift) and κ (number of local time references utilized).

3.4.1 Asynchronous protocols

One advantage of asynchronous protocols is that there is no need for infrastructure

support. They do not incur synchronization overhead and are not sensitive to clock drift.

Also, by waking up in an asynchronous manner, these protocols require the minimum

coordination among nodes and are simple to implement.
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f = 0.1% f = 1% f = 10%
T=10ms 10,000s 100s 1s

T=100ms 100,000s 1,000s 10s
T=1s 1,000,000s 10,000s 100s

Table 3.5: Values of D for different pairs of T and f for asynchronous protocols.

As reviewed in Section 3.3, for all existing asynchronous deterministic protocols,

their delay performance scales in the same form with respect to T and f as D = θ( T
f2 ).

As proved in Jiang et al. [108], this is a tight lower bound. Since Searchlight [56]

provides the smallest constant one, we will discuss this category of protocols generically

based on Searchlight’s delay performance, i.e.:

D =
T

f2
(3.1)

The value of T can vary by two orders of magnitudes: from more than one second

(controlling Wi-Fi from the application layer [56]), to 100ms (controlling Wi-Fi from

low level Wi-Fi device driver) and 10ms or less (using low-power network technologies

like ZigBee and BLE). For illustration, consider values of T of 1s, 100ms and 10ms

and the values of f of 10%, 1% and 0.1%.

Table 3.5 shows the values of D for different combination of duty cycles and time

slot sizes. If the objective is to have D shorter than or equal to 30s, the only admissible

configurations above are for f = 10%, for T = 100ms or T = 10ms. On the other

hand, if the objective is to keep f small say at 1%, then D has to be at least 100s even

for T = 10ms. For lower values of f < 1%, D is larger than 100s, even for small T .

Only when larger duty cycles are used that D can be reduced. As shown in the table,

asynchronous protocols is attractive if T can be made small, say ≤ 10ms and f can be

set to a high value of around 10%. This is a fundamental limitation for asynchronous

protocols.
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3.4.2 Synchronous protocols

Synchronous protocols incur additional overheads that are not explicitly considered in

earlier work, which include clock drift, synchronization overhead, and synchronization

accuracy. We consider how these overheads impact the performance in the rest of this

section.

Clock drift. Clock drift of quartz oscillators was widely observed. And the clock drift

depends on many environmental factors, such as temperature, humid, as discussed in

[110]. In order to test the clock drift of quartz oscillators on smart phones, we experi-

mented on Samsung Galaxy SII and Galaxy Nexus phones. We first put phones outside,

where the air temperature is higher than 35 degree. Then, we placed the phones inside

lab, where the air temperature is about 20 to 25 degrees under air-condition control.

The testing phones keep checking the time difference between itself and the same AP

(under the two different environments) it can hear.

The experiment result shows two points, as showed in Figure 3.3. First, the clock

drift rate dramatically varies under different temperatures and the drift rate can be up

to 20ppm. Second, the relative clock drift rate (between two mobile phones) can be

much faster than absolute clock drift (between phone and standard time). The clock

drift direction (with the reference to the AP in the test) are opposite under the different

environments we tested, i.e., clock slower under some environment while clock faster

under some other environment. For example, when two phones are synchronized, and

then placed into two environments with different temperatures for one hour, the time

difference between them can be 90ms.

Based on this observation, we can see that phones have different clock drift rates

under the same environment, and the same phone has different clock drift rates under

different environment. Thus, a good clock compensation solution for smart phones

should consider both nature of quartz oscillators and the environmental factors. This is

not easy.

Figure 3.5.1 shows that clock drift changes dramatically with temperatures. The
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Figure 3.3: Mobile phone clock drift experiments in Singapore. In the first one hour,
the three phones were placed outdoor, and in the next hour the phones were put in a
research lab with air condition. The temperature difference between lab and outdoor is
about 20 degree.

results show that under different temperatures, a phone’s clock drift can make the clock

faster and can also make the clock slower. It is dependent to temperatures.

Synchronization overhead and accuracy. We use Γ to denote the energy overhead re-

quired for achieving certain degree of initial synchronization accuracy. We use Y to de-

note the maximum initial synchronization error, which is the maximum clock difference

between two phones immediately after they synchronize to the same time reference.

The synchronization parameters (overhead Γ and initial error Y ) for globally syn-

chronized protocol and locally synchronized protocols can differ by multiple orders of

magnitude. We denote them by Γg, Yg , and Γl, Yl, where the subscript g and l stand

for ‘global’ and ‘local’ respectively.

For a globally synchronized protocol like RBTP, one round of synchronization can

take on average 18s [58]. This high overhead is because RBTP uses NTP, which re-

quires the transmission of multiple (e.g., 10) packets over WAN (e.g., cellular network).

Considering the fact that cellular network can consume more than 2W of power dur-

ing transmission, and it incurs a long tail (≈ 10s) after the transmission completes.

The energy consumption of one time synchronization operation can be in the order of
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Γg ≈ 40J . Due to the noisy round trip time over WAN, the synchronization accuracy

can be in the order of dozens of ms, e.g., Yg = 20ms as reported [58].

For a locally synchronized protocol like E2D, the synchronization overhead can

be much lower. Our measurements, as well as those done by E2D indicates that that

Γl = 0.1J is possible since it only requires a phone to use its Wi-Fi interface for 100ms

to transmit a probe request packet and receive the probe reply packets from nearby APs.

Also, as the synchronization happens locally and is based on packet reception time, the

initial synchronization error is also lower. Both E2D and our experiment show that

Yl = 3ms is possible.

Performance of globally synchronized protocols. We now qualitatively analyze how

the clock drift, synchronization overhead and accuracy, as well as the selected radio

interface, affect the performance of a globally synchronized protocol like RBTP.

In the ideal synchronization algorithm, where perfect synchronization applies with-

out synchronization overhead, the worst discovery delay (D) is T/f . In this case, once

two close-by nodes wake up, they discover each other.

Next we take the time drift and synchronization overhead into account. One key

factor in this case is how often a node needs to synchronize. If a node synchronize

too often, it generates massive synchronization overhead. On the other hand, if a node

conducts too sparse synchronization, then the node has to have longer wake-up time

(i.e., a larger T ) to compensate the time drift.

Without loss of generality, let us consider the case when each phone performs time

synchronization periodically, where the synchronization cycle is T
f h. It means every h

cycle a node do one time synchronization. In this setting, the worst time drift can be

T
f hx, i.e., a node needs to wake up T

f hx time to compensate the time drift. Considering

this extra cost, the new cycle is adapted to Thx/f+T
T .

Next, we take into the cost for synchronization overhead. Each time synchronization

overhead is Γ/P . In the computation, this overhead is regarded as average distributed

to each cycle, which cause overhead of Γ
Ph per cycle. This extra cost again causes

enlarge the cycle by a factor of Γ/Ph+T
T . The follow equation is the worst case delay
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considering all overheads.

D =
T

f

(Thx/f + T

T

)(Γ/Ph + T

T

)
(3.2)

By optimizing h, a minimum value of D is as follows:

Dmini =
T

f

( Γx

fPT
+

√
2Γx

PTf
+ 1

)
(3.3)

By the equation 3.3, we can see that the synchronization approaches actually have

the same asymptomatic results θ( xΓ
Pf2 +

√
2Γx
PTf ) as the asynchronous protocols.

Performance in realistic settings. It is easy to see that the delay performance of neigh-

bor discovery is dependent to the time drift speed ( x), the time length per wake-up (T ),

and the synchronization overhead (Γ). It can be observed that the ratio of xΓ
P plays an

important role in determining how large D is as it is the factor for the 1
f2 term. Intu-

itively, if the product of the clock drift and synchronization energy overhead is large,

the first term can dominate the second term with decreasing value of f .

We illustrate this using the settings of RBTP and assume that BLE is used. We

consider f = 1%, x = 20PPM , and recall that Γg = 40J and PBLE = 0.25W , hence,

xΓ
P = 3.2 × 10−3s = 3.2. Consider the different time drift direction, the constant will

be doubled to 6.4. Note that the above equation does not include the synchronization

error. Suppose, the synchronization error is 20ms, and then each wake-up length should

be dragged from 10ms to 30ms, and the cycle will three time longer in order to keep the

constant cost. Thus, the constant will become 19.2, which is larger than T as used in

asynchronous protocols.

Recall that for asynchronous protocols, the constant factor for 1
f2 is only T = 10ms

for Bluetooth setting. Hence a globally synchronized protocol can perform worse than

asynchronous protocols when the time slot T is small and when the time synchroniza-

tion overhead is relatively high as gauged by the radio’s power consumption. Combin-

ing this with the fact that the asynchronous protocols do not rely on any infrastructure,
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asynchronous protocols is the clear winner in such a setting.

On the other hand, if Wi-Fi interface is used, since PWi−Fi = 1W , RBTP’s constant

becomes 3.2ms. Meanwhile, the constant for asynchronous increases from 10ms to

100ms. Hence RBTP becomes the clear winner.
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Figure 3.4: The neighbor discovery power consumption under different interface set-

tings.

Performance of locally synchronized protocols.

Instead of syncing to a single reference for the global time, a protocol like E2D uses

local reference(s). On the positive side, the syncing overhead and the time synchroniza-

tion error can be both reduced. For example, to find the timestamps of multiple nearby

APs, a phone needs only 100ms to send the probe request message and receives the

probe replies. Hence Γl can be in the order of 0.1J , which is significantly smaller than

the overhead of global synchronization Γg = 40J . On the down side, as all these ref-

erences are local, a phone may need to use multiple reference APs in order to improve

the opportunity that it shares a common reference AP with its neighbor. Let the number

of reference APs needed be κ, to achieve a delay bound of D0 (under the assumption

that there is already one common AP identified), for each syncing cycle Csync, a phone

needs to wake up κCsync

D0
times.

Another important concern for locally synchronized protocols is that as a phone
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moves, it needs to refresh its reference APs as well. Hence, even when time synchro-

nization is not an issue, the detection of movement (e.g., via accelerometer values)

should trigger AP scanning. As an illustrating example, half of neighbor discovery

wake-up energy is lent to movement synchronization wake-up is enough. Therefore,

the duty cycle increases 0.5%, where a node can wake up 20ms every 4s. Within 20

ms, a node can receive more than 90% of probe replies from near-by APs. Within 4s,

a mobile node carried by a pedestrian usually can move shorter than 10 meters. It is

a safe distance that the node can promptly discover potential new APs without much

delay. By following the same analysis step for global synchronization approaches, we

can get the results as indicated by equation 3.4. It counts in the number of AP required

and the synchronization cost triggered by nodes movement.

Dmini =
4κ2T

f

( Γx

PTf
+

√
2Γx

PTf
+ 1

)
(3.4)

Note that asymptotically, the locally synchronized protocol still scales by 1
f2 with

decreasing duty cycle. This is the same as all the other protocols. However, since Γl is

significantly (two to three orders of magnitudes) smaller than Γg, as long as κ does not

need to be very large, locally synchronized protocols can potentially outperform both

asynchronous protocols and globally synchronized protocols, especially with decreas-

ing value of f .

Summary. Figure 3.4 compares the delay performance of different categories of pro-

tocols, where the locally synchronized protocols use a default κ = 3 value (which is

sufficient for most cases as we will show in Section 3.5). As illustrated in the figure, de-

pending on the selected radio interface and duty cycle requirements, different protocols’

performances will be better:

• When the power budget is relatively high (e.g., 8% to 16% of the battery capac-

ity):

– Asynchronous protocols perform best when wake-up slots are short – e.g.,
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10ms for Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE).

– Globally synchronized protocols perform best when wake-up slots are longer

– e.g., 100ms for Wi-Fi.

• When the power budget is lower (e.g. 2% to 4% of the battery capacity), the

locally synchronized protocols used with BLE performs best.

Among all protocols analyzed, locally synchronized protocols are the most promis-

ing category for simultaneously achieving negligible energy footprint (< 3% of battery

capacity) and low discovery delay (< 30 seconds).

3.5 Locally synchronized protocols: the potential and the gap

3.5.1 Local sync by APs
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Figure 3.5: (a) The delay between the time sending a probe request packet to the time

receiving the probe reply packets. (b) Cumulative probability of the delays in Figure

(a).

In this part, we evaluate the sync accuracy by AP beacons. AP transmits two types of

packets containing timestamps. The first type is the AP beacon, which an AP broadcasts

every about 104ms. The second type is the probe reply, which is transmitted in the reply

to probe request. In both of the two types of packets, the receiving phone can parse
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the packets and get the timestamp filled by the sender AP. A phone can get the time

information by overhearing beacons or by explicitly sending probe request packets to

trigger probe reply packets. If a phone is performing neighbor discovery on Bluetooth

interface, it can still get time information through its Wi-Fi interface. Here we mainly

discuss the second method, i.e., the probe request/reply, as it can be used in more general

cases, and have short delay in retrieving timestamps.

For the case of using probe request/reply packets, we need to answer two questions.

Firstly, how fast can a phone get probe reply from surrounding APs? The answer to this

question determines the length of wake-up for obtaining AP timestamps for sync, i.e.,

Γl. Secondly, how accurate is this form of sync? This decides the overhead wake-up to

compensate the sync inaccuracy, i.e., Yl.

For the first question, we wrote a program to send probe request periodically and

mark the time delay of receiving respective probe replies from different APs. We run

the programme on different phones and at the locations with more than 10 APs. We list

the results on the delays in Figure 3.5. From the results, we can see that more than 98%

of probe replies can be received within 20ms after a phone broadcasts probe request

packets. This implies that a phone only needs to wake up about 20ms for one time sync.

T1: generate
probe req.

T2: send
probe req.

T3: receive probe
req., generate probe
rep. with timestamp

Phone
time

AP
time

pkt.

transmission

pkttransmission

T4: send
probe rep.T5: receive

probe rep.,
syn. with AP.

Figure 3.6: The Wi-Fi probe request/reply packet process.

For the second question, the inaccuracy is caused by wireless transmission delay.
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Figure 3.6 illustrates the process of probe request/reply beacon generation and trans-

missions. The sync accuracy relies on the delay between the time point when the AP

generates the probe reply and the time point when the phone receives the probe reply

from the AP. The packet transmission time is usually short, as the Wi-Fi transmission

range is extremely short for wireless signal transmission speed. Thus, we can safely

omit the delay of T2-T3 and T4-T5. Thus, the main delay is the wireless traffic queue

delay, i.e., the time difference between T3 and T4. If this delay is constant, the sync

between mobile phones will be accurate. Unfortunately, this delay depends on Wi-Fi

transmission traffic load. Therefore it usually varies drastically.

We measure the variation of the time period between T1 and T5, as shown in Figure

3.6. The delay consists of two main segments of time delays, the T1 to T2 and T3

to T4, both of which are caused by wireless channel access. The experimental phone

sends out one probe request every one second, and measures the time difference (Dt

in millisecond) of receiving adjacent probe replies from the same AP. If the delay is

constant, the time difference of receiving the probe replies should be one second. We

measure the delay variation by Dt − 1000(ms), as shown in the upper part of Figure

3.7 for a duration of 60s. We can see that at most time the variation is within 3ms.

Considering that some replies are slower, and some are faster than the average delay,

then the maximum in sync inaccuracy between two phones (with the same AP as clock

reference) can be 6ms. In order to reduce the inaccuracy, we check the delay variation

by taking the delay by averaging the delays of last three probe replies. As we have

expected, the average delay is much smoother than the individual delay. The variation

is reduced to 1ms, as shown in the lines in the lower part of Figure 3.7.

3.5.2 A small number of reference APs suffice

In the context of multiple APs, one major concern for locally synchronized protocols is

whether two neighbor phones can effectively select the same time reference, especially

in urban areas where each phone can often be simultaneously covered by dozens of

different APs. Figure 3.8 (a) plots the distribution of the number of APs a phone can
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Figure 3.7: The variation of traffic jam delays.

overhear over all channels (within a 10 seconds interval) when the phone user roams at

walking speed in the town areas of two different cities over a period of 9 hours, covering

an area of 15km2. As shown in Figure 3.8, for both cities, a phone is covered by more

than 20 APs for more than half time, and covered by more than 50 APs at around 20%

of time.

If a phone needs to synchronize with all APs that it can overhear, κ can be a large

value. Recall that the locally synchronized protocol has a factor of κxΓl
P for the 1

f2 term,

while the globally synchronized protocol has a factor of xΓg

P . A large κ can offset a

significant fraction of a locally synchronized protocol’s advantage over the globally-

synchronized protocols.

We use both analysis and trace-driven simulation to show that this problem can be

solved by a simple minimum-k strategy with k as small as 3. Under such a minimum-k

strategy, each phone simply uses a global hashing function to hash the MAC address

of each AP it can hear. Then it synchronizes with the k APs with the minimum hash

values.

For the analysis, we assume both APs and phones are distributed uniformly and

independently in space. We assume a unit disk model, where a phone can communicate
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Figure 3.8: (a) The distribution of the number of APs a phone can overhear in urban
settings. The Singapore trace is collected when walking through university campus. The
New Orlean trace is collected when walking through CBD area. (b) The probability for
two phones to select at least one common reference AP.

with an AP if their distance is less than r, and two phones can communicate with each

other if their distance is less than d. Since APs normally have higher antenna gain than

phones, d is usually smaller than r. If the phones use Bluetooth to discover neighbors,

d/r can often be smaller than 1/2. We also assume a dense AP environment, where each

phone can hear at least 5 APs (as shown in Figure 3.8, this holds with high probability).

Under this model, we prove that the probability that there is no common AP between

two neighbor phones following the minimum-κ strategy is less than:

4
κ + 2

× (
2d

3r
)κ − 1

κ + 1
× (

2d

3r
)2κ (3.5)

For example, if κ = 3, for d
r = 3/4, 2/3, and 1/2, the probability that two

phones have at least one common reference AP by following the minimum-κ approach

is 90.4%, 93.2%, and 97.1% respectively. See the appendix (section A.1) for details

proofs. Hence, when one can tolerate a small probability of contact missing rate, κ = 3

suffices. To further validate our analysis results, we conduct a simulation based on real-

world AP locations7. As shown in Figure 3.8 (b), the results match our analysis well

and κ = 3 suffices for achieving 90% of probability for two neighbor phones to share a

common AP.
7http://www.crawdad.org/dartmouth/wardriving/, checked on 30 Aug 2014
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Figure 3.9: (a) The distribution of the number of neighbors in an urban setting, and (b)
The performance of different protocols under increasing neighborhood size.

3.5.3 The scalability problem

Instead of worrying about ‘too many APs’, we find that the more fundamental chal-

lenge for synchronous protocols is to deal with ‘too many neighbors’. In urban settings,

phones often cluster together (e.g., in classroom, bus terminal, or shops). As shown in

Figure 3.9 (a), in two town areas of the two cities, there can be more than 50 neighbors

for 20% to 50% fraction of time. The trace collected in a crowded waiting area of the

airport C shows an even higher density, with the number of neighbors ranging from 100

to nearly 300.

With an increasing number of neighbors, the synchronous nature of these protocols

can cause excessive contention, because by default all neighbors wake up at around the

same time and all compete to announce their presence to their neighbors. For Bluetooth

where the wake-up slot is only 10ms, nearly all packets collide unless the contention

window is optimized according to the neighborhood size. Even assuming low collision

probability, only one or two packets can get through in each 10ms wake-up slot. Hence

when a new node comes, since its broadcast message needs to compete with all the N

existing nodes, it needs to wait for θ(N) slots before its turn to send. This dramati-

cally increases the discovery delay. While this can be addressed by giving a new node

higher priority to transmit, there is still a need for existing neighbors to periodically

rediscover each other. This is summarized as the need for ‘rendezvous’ by Dutta and
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Culler [54], which allows phones to ‘deliver messages to previously discovered neigh-

bors with predictable and controllable latencies’. Even when all the transmissions are

well coordinated and the collision is minimized, the discovery / rediscovery delay for

synchronous protocols increases linearly with the number of neighbors.

Note that asynchronous protocols are less affected by the neighborhood size since

their asynchronous nature automatically spreads the neighbor phones uniformly across

different slots.

We evaluate the potential impact of this scalability issue on different protocols by

simulating a setting with increasing neighborhood size. More details about the simula-

tion is explained in Section 3.7. As shown in Figure 3.9 (b), asynchronous protocols are

less affected by the neighborhood size (but their delay is large overall). The discovery

delay for RBTP increases dramatically with the neighborhood size, as expected. In fact,

for N = 60, their performance already becomes worse than that of the asynchronous

protocols.

Motivated by the scalability problem, this thesis proposes a better protocol, R2, to

decouple a protocol’s (re)discovery delay from the neighborhood size. As shown in

the figure, R2 scales well with N and can provide less than 10s discovery delay for all

values of N . The detail design of R2 will be discussed in the following part.

3.6 R2: a low-duty-cycle and low-delay protocol

Guided by the above observation and analysis, we design a new discovery protocol,

called R2, to fill the gap for simultaneously achieving low duty cycle (f ) and low delay

(D) for cases with high mobile phones density.

Basic design. Similar to E2D, R2 is a locally-synchronized protocol. R2’s name comes

from its unique Rendezvous-Reconnaissance design that decouples the (re-)discovery

delay from the neighborhood size. The basic operations of a phone running R2 are as

follow:

1) When movement has been detected (e.g., via the change of reference APs, or its
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Figure 3.10: The Rendezvous-Recon design that decouples the rendezvous delay from
the neighborhood size.
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Figure 3.11: The Rendezvous-Recon design for a newcomer to quickly discover nodes
in an existing cluster.

accelerometer), a phone begins to periodically send probe requests to obtain the list of

nearby Wi-Fi APs and their local clocks. It then uses the minimum-κ method to select

κ APs as local time references. Note that getting the clock of APs do not require the

phone to have authenticated access to APs. The time reference can be obtained from

standard 802.11 management frames, hence require no change to APs.

2) R2 then uses the local time references of Wi-Fi APs to schedule the wake-up

slots for BLE interface.

Maintenance: Consider a simplified case where there is a single time reference

and all phones have already discovered all of their neighbors. All phones are hence in

the maintenance phase, where a node wants to know whether its neighbors are still in

vicinity, and when is the next slot that it can reach a neighbor if needed. The goal now
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is for each phone to minimize the maintenance (or so called rediscover) delay, which

measures how long a phone can get an update about the state of a neighbor phone. R2

considers all phones that are synced to the same AP as a single cluster.

For a cluster with fewer than m nodes (m is the average number of possible trans-

missions in a time slot T ), each node simply wakes up in rendezvous slots and broad-

casts to all neighbors its knowledge of the cluster’s membership. When the cluster size

grows beyond m nodes, R2 introduces extra slot(s), called the recon slot(s) to address

the scalability problem.

If a node is unable to broadcast during the rendezvous slot, it wakes up in a randomly

chosen recon slot to broadcast the information it has collected. The number of recon

slots is dynamically adjusted according to the number of nodes N that a node thinks is

in the neighborhood and is set to be N/m. The slots are spaced m
f slots apart and the

first N/m slots are chosen. N is taken to be the maximum of all N broadcast by nodes

sending in the rendezvous slot.

As illustrated in Figure 3.10, each period of time now consists of one rendezvous

slot and N
m recon slots. We call this a Rendezvous-Recon round, or a round for short.

For each round, one node is selected to serve as the scout. In the first rendezvous

slot depicted in the figure, node N, the scout of the previous round, broadcasts the

information it has gathered and appoints node one to be its successor. Hence, node

1, being the new scout, wakes up in all the following recon slots to listen, while each

of the other N-1 non-scout nodes uniformly in random selects a single recon slot to

wake up and updates the scout (i.e., node 1) about their status. Node one broadcasts the

information it collects back to the cluster at the rendezvous slot of the following round.

In the ideal case (no collision or packet loss), every node gets an update about every

neighbor within a round.

Discovery: Now consider the case when a new node arrives. In the example of

Figure 3.11, node one to N already form a cluster while node 0 is a newcomer. In the

first rendezvous slot, node N who is the scout for the previous round broadcasts, from

where the newcomer node 0 learns about the existence of the cluster and its size. Node
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0 will broadcast, so the other nodes know about the presence of the newcomer. Since

only the scout and new nodes broadcast in the rendezvous slot, the new node has high

probability to announce its presence to the group. It is natural for the newcomer to serve

as the scout so it can immediately meet all neighbors in the following recon slots. Once

a new node (wrt. a specific reference AP) succeeds its broadcast in the rendezvous slot,

it switches to the maintenance mode.

Analysis of R2’s performance. Consider a single cluster of N nodes. Each node has a

probability of 1
N to serve as the scout, for which it wakes up for N

m + 1 slots (1 for the

rendezvous slot, and N
m for listening to other nodes in the recon slots) in each round.

With probability of 1− 1
N , a node only wakes up in 2 slots (1 rendezvous slot plus one

recon slot) in each round. Hence, for each node, the expected wake-up slot in a round

is:

1
N
× (

N

m
+ 1) + (1− 1

N
)× 2 < 3 (3.6)

Hence, for increasing number of neighbors, R2’s round length needs to be at most

tripled when compared to the case when cluster size N < m. To keep the same duty cy-

cle, the above reasoning trivially generalizes to the case of κ > 1, by simply considering

each of the κ instances as operating their own runs independently.

3.7 Evaluation

3.7.1 System Evaluation

In this Section, we demonstrate the feasibility of a locally synchronized protocol using

Wi-Fi beacons.

First, we show that publicly deployed Wi-Fi APs can provide timely beacons for

synchronization with high probability. It is known that in response to a probe request

from a Wi-Fi device, a Wi-Fi AP will response with probe reply. This is true even if

the mobile device has no access permission. We run an experiment where a smartphone
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sends probe requests periodically and records the delay of receiving respective probe

replies from surrounding APs. We run the programme at different locations with more

than 10 APs and different time with varied background Wi-Fi data traffics. The results

are shown in Figure 3.5(b). From the results, we can see that more than 95% of probe

replies can be received within 10ms after a phone broadcasts a probe request indicating

timely feedback is generally available.

Next, we measure the ability of smartphones to continuously synchronize with each

other. The experiment uses two smartphones. Initially, one of the smartphones sends a

probe request and the AP responses with a probe reply that can be heard by both phones.

The first phone then periodically sends a single hello message (message transmission

time is less than 1ms over Wi-Fi) every one second after the probe reply is received. The

second smartphone listens for the hello message and computes the difference between

the expected time of reception and actual reception time. The first smartphone sends a

probe request every 5 minutes to mitigate the effect of clock drift. Results show that

with an allowed time offset of 10ms, 93% of the total hello messages can be received

over a six hour period. A short synchronization timeslot of more than 10ms is thus

sufficient for discovery purpose if the local synchronization is performed every few

minutes.

Finally, we performed a small experiment whereby we distribute Galaxy Nexus

phones to six volunteers who are asked to move around a single floor of a building.

Each phone runs in monitor mode, and broadcasts a hello message every second. In

this way, we collected the ground truth phone-to-phone connection information and

AP beacons with timestamps over a six hour period. We evaluate the performance of

various protocols using the trace collected and the results with 1% duty cycle are shown

in Figure 3.12. With only six phones, the trace (and number of contacts) is rather small.

However, the results do show that R2 works well in a realistic environment with actual

phones and AP beacons.

We now evaluate R2 using traces with more users.
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Figure 3.12: Neighbor discoveries on smartphones implementation. Cumulative num-
ber of neighbor discoveries in our six-phone experiments.
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Figure 3.13: Cumulative number of neighbor discoveries (5% duty cycle)
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Figure 3.14: Cumulative number of neighbor discoveries (1% duty cycle)
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Figure 3.15: Cumulative number of neighbor discoveries (0.5% duty cycle)
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3.7.2 Performance Evaluation

We compare R2’s performance to the following protocols: (1) Birthday protocol, (2)

Searchlight, (3) RBTP, and (4) U-connect. We evaluate R2 based on the three traces

in Table 3.1, except for roller-net, which does not have location information for nodes.

Instead, we generate a static trace, where there are 30 static nodes and their connections

stay for sufficiently long time to allow all protocols to discover all neighbors.

For the state fair trace, we randomly placed APs in the area so as to include local

synchronization source for R2. The phone-to-phone transmission range (d) is 50m and

phone-to-AP range (r) is 100m.

We consider directional discovery delay. For two nodes ‘A’ and ‘B’, the delay for

‘A’ to discover ‘B’ is the time gap between their contact start time and the first time

when ‘A’ directly receives a beacon from ‘B’. In our evaluation, we use the default

values listed in Table 3.3.

For RBTP, we set half of the energy consumption is used for neighbor discovery and

the other half for synchronization. The overall synchronization time overhead for 3G is

set to 40s of Wi-Fi power consumption and the synchronization period is set according

to the duty cycle used. Clock drift varies randomly between ±20ppm.

The results are shown in Figures 3.13 to 3.15 with duty cycles of 5%, 1% and

0.5%. Overall, all protocols perform better in absolute terms with larger duty cycle and

performance degrades as duty cycle decreases. This is true for all traces and protocols.

The key takeaway is thus not the absolute performance metrics, but the changes in

relatively performance.

With a higher duty cycle of 5%, it can be observed that the asynchronous protocols,

Searchlight and U-connect, perform relatively well and R2 does not perform signifi-

cantly better than the other protocols. In fact, one can argue that Searchlight performs

the best in the static scenario.

For the lower duty cycles like 1% and 0.5%, the results clearly show that syn-

chronous protocols outperform asynchronous protocols. For all three traces, the two
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protocols with the best performance are always R2 and RBTP. As expected, R2 out-

performs RBTP due to its significantly smaller synchronization overhead. The perfor-

mance gap increases with decreasing duty cycle. For duty cycle of 0.5% and for the

two traces with user mobility, RBTP can discover at most 60% of what R2 can discover

and with a much longer delay. The relative performance of different protocols under

varying duty cycles matches well with our analysis (see Table 3.4).

3.8 Summary
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Figure 3.16: Neighbor discovery performance setting and performance.

This chapter discusses an essential building block for practical urban DTNs. It pro-

vides analytical models in which the performances of different categories of neighbor

discovery protocols can be compared and evaluated against their key parameters, as

shown in Figure 3.16. Figure 3.16 indicates the advisable cases for different types of

neighbor discovery protocols. The one marked with ‘none’ is open to new designs. Our

solution belongs to ‘local sync’ brunch. We have identified the performance potential as

well as the limitations of existing synchronous protocols. Specifically, while a locally

synchronized protocol can potentially operate at a low duty cycle while achieving low

discovery delay, its synchronous nature can make it less efficient in a dense neighbor-

hood. The proposed scheme R2, a locally synchronized protocol, can discover 90% of

connections within 50s at the cost of 1% duty cycle. Its good scalability makes it work
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in dense mobile phone environment, which is often seen in urban setting. R2 saves

power and captures more communication chances for mobile nodes. R2 builds a solid

base for DTN routing and related applications, as we will discussed in later chapters.
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Chapter 4

Resource efficient DTN routing

An efficient mobile node neighbor discovery solution, as discussed in Chapter 3, pro-

vides a solid base for DTNs by discovering more communication chances. In this chap-

ter, we discuss how to route messages after discovering communicative neighbor nodes.

The message routing algorithm plays a key role in many DTN solutions. When a routing

algorithm can fast deliver messages from a source node to a destination node, it benefits

all applications relying on message communication. On the other hand, slow message

delivery can degrade the application performance and cause DTN applications less at-

tractive. A practical DTN routing algorithm needs to conserve resources and targets

more message deliveries with shorter latency.

In this chapter, we first give a literature review on DTN routing solutions. Then, we

evaluate the accuracy of existing contact predictors and propose our contact prediction

algorithm. After that, we discuss the solution on how to use contact prediction to con-

trol the number of replicas. Finally, the chapter ends with DTN routing performance

evaluation.

4.1 Background

In the last decade since the work by Vahdat and Becker [111], the DTN research com-

munity has been focusing on designing routing algorithms which can deliver more mes-
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sages in shorter latencies with constrained resources, such as limited transmission ca-

pability and message buffer. Many of these DTN routing algorithms can be divided into

two broad approaches based either on (1) the limit placed on message replicas or (2)

connection predictions.

Routing algorithms using the first approach limit the number of replicas for a mes-

sage without considering future connections’ characteristics and how easy message

transmission between source node and destination node. Examples include ‘single copy

routing’ [112], ‘Spray and Wait’ (S&W) [87], ‘two hop’ [85], gossip [88] and ‘simple

counting protocol’ [84].

Routing algorithms using the second approach perform routing by selecting relays

based on predictions on future connections. Examples algorithms include FRESH [69],

‘Last Encounter’ [68], PRoPHET [113], PER [114], RCM [64], SimBet [75] ‘Bubble

Rap’ [115], MaxProp [72], ‘delegation forwarding’ [116], RAPID [66], Max-Contribution [67],

and ‘social feature space routing’ [83]. Some algorithms are not included by the two

approaches, e.g., Epidemic [111] and ‘Spray and Focus’ (S&F) [71] and EBR [89]. Epi-

demic duplicates messages without replica control nor connection predictions, while

S&F and EBR incorporate the both approaches.

In the two types of approaches, there is a fundamental trade-off between the per-

formance and the overhead. Algorithms that placed limits on replication tend to incur

less overhead while algorithms that utilize contact information and duplicate messages

without limit concentrate on performance. It is thus natural to design an algorithm that

combines both the limit on message replicas and connection prediction. Intuitively, if a

node carrying a replica of a message is very likely to meet the destination, the number

of extra replicas needed should be small. Conversely, if no relay has a high ‘confidence’

in delivering the message, then the message needs to generate more replicas to increase

the delivery chance. It is roughly like a method that an initial number of replica quota

for a message is set and as the quota is used, i.e., some replicas of the message are

spread to some relays, the quota is adjusted by the delivery probabilities of these relays.

The design of such an algorithm requires answers to the three questions: (1) How
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large should the initial replicas quota be? (2) How can future contact probability be

predicted accurately? (3) How should the replica quota be adjusted according to contact

probability to minimize overhead?

While existing works demonstrate the importance of exploiting replication control

and contact probability prediction, they either fail to utilize both techniques simultane-

ously or fail to combine these two techniques effectively. For example, in MaxProp,

RAPID and Max-Contribution, while messages with higher ‘utility’ are given higher

transmission priority, the number of their replicas keeps increasing as long as there is

available buffer space and transmission capacity. ‘two hop routing’, S&W, and ‘sim-

ple counting protocol’ control message replicas, but they do not predict future contacts.

S&F uses replicas control in ‘spray phase’ and uses contact prediction in ‘focus phase’,

but it keeps replica quota constant, independent from contact chances between mes-

sage relays with destinations. As far as we know, no existing DTN algorithm integrates

the two techniques for DTN routing. In addition, it also came as a surprise to us that

many existing, widely used contact probability estimation algorithms (e.g., those used

by PRoPHET, MaxProp and RAPID) are fairly inaccurate and in some cases, almost

useless.

In this chapter, we discuss Plankton, a DTN routing algorithm that utilizes both

message replication control and contact probability estimates. The two main compo-

nents of Plankton are (1) a contact prediction algorithm that is based on both short-term

bursty contacts and longer term, association based contacts, and (2) an algorithm to

dynamically adjust replica quotas based on estimated contact probabilities and delivery

probabilities. We show in our evaluation using seven contact traces that our contact

prediction algorithm is much more accurate than existing algorithms. Further, we show

that while Plankton incurs much lower communication overhead compared to S&W,

MaxProp and RAPID with savings of 14% to 88%, it can also achieve similar, if not

better, delivery ratios and latencies.
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4.2 Literature review

The design of DTN routing solutions faces three main challenges: power constraints,

intermittent connections, and incomplete view in a distributive scheme. Since we focus

on resource efficiency, the work on DTN routing is reviewed in two categories: energy-

oblivious routing algorithms and energy-aware routing algorithms. Energy-oblivious

algorithms focus on delivering more messages within shorter latencies, while energy-

aware routing algorithms aim to deliver messages with less energy consumption.

4.2.1 Energy-oblivious routing algorithm

As a seminal work in DTN routing research, routing algorithms under the assumption

of contacts oracles access were articulated by Jain et al. [117]. The work adapted

Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm by utilizing different cost functions. This type of

algorithm includes Earliest Delivery(ED), Earliest Delivery with Local Queue(EDLQ),

and Earliest Delivery with All Queue(EDAQ), which are respectively used for different

levels of contact oracles. They provided comprehensive studies and a breakthrough on

DTN routing, while they failed to consider energy efficiency and their assumption on

contact oracle likely different from realistic settings.

The assumption on the access to contacts oracle was released by most following

research. As the first work based on contacts prediction, PRoPHET [113, 73] is a mile-

stone in DTN routing research. Nodes in PRoPHET collect past contacts, predict future

contacts, and prioritize relays for messages by contact probabilities. In PRoPHET pre-

diction algorithm, when a node ‘A’ encounters a node ‘B’, then the delivery probability

from ‘A’ to be increased by a constant value. The more ‘A’ has encountered ‘B’, the

high value the delivery probability between ‘A’ and ‘B’. The delivery probability expo-

nential decay over time since the last contact. The contact probabilities consider both

one-hop delivery and multiple-hop delivery. Its simulation results indicate that predic-

tions based relay selection can achieve shorter delivery latency and higher delivery ratio

than random relay selection. PRoPHET only counts events of contacts, but it does not
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count contact durations. In E-PRoPHET [74], Li et al. adds in contact durations into

prediction. PRoPHET and E-PRoPHET are energy oblivious, as nodes greedily use

their bandwidths and buffers.

Similar to PRoPHET, in MaxProp[72], John et al. proposed a new approach for

contact prediction and relay selection. MaxProp prioritizes recently encountered nodes

as relays. MaxProp computes delivery likelihood (DL) (i.e., delivery probability) be-

tween two nodes as follows. At the beginning when ‘A’ only encounters ‘X’, the DL

for ‘A’ to ‘X’ is 1. Later, when ‘A’ encounters ‘Y’, then DL ‘A’ to ‘Y’ is also 1. After

normalization, the DLs for (A,Y) and (A,X) both are 0.5. After this, ‘A’ encounters

‘X’ again, then the DL for (A,X) is increased to 1.0 (e.g., 0.5 + 1). After normaliza-

tion, the DL for (A,Y) and (A,X) respectively are 0.75 and 0.25. The DL values only

prioritize the message transmission order, but it does not control the total replicas of

a message. Instead, a node greedily uses resources, it stops transmitting messages to

the encountered node only when it has no messages to transmit or the connection tears

down.

Following MaxProp, Balasubramanian et al. proposed a far-reaching solution RAPID

(2007) [118, 66]. RAPID predicts contact by assuming inter-contact-length follows ex-

ponential distribution. Different from previous solutions, RAPID counts in both the

delivery probabilities and the number of existing message replicas when it prioritize

message transmission. DTN routing problem is tackled as resource optimization prob-

lem. Similar to the aforementioned work, RAPID exhaustively uses resources without

considering power consumption. However, RAPID has two significant contributions.

First, the work viewed DTN routing algorithms as an optimization problem under re-

source constraints and provided metric-based solutions. Second, RAPID was tested in

a real DTN system with forty nodes, which is the first solution that was implemented

on devices mounted on 40 buses.

Besides these aforementioned solutions, many other works also proposed energy

oblivious routing solutions. These works mainly include Drop-Least-Encountered al-

gorithm(DLE) [119], SOLAR(Sociological Orbit aware Location Approximation and
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Routing) [120], Routing in Cyclic Mobility (2008) [64], SMART [81], and max-Contribution

[67].

Another new trend in energy oblivious routing algorithm is based on social network.

They utilize social network analysis techniques to find proper relays for messages. This

set of routing algorithms contains ‘Label routing’ [78], SimBet [75], SimBetAge [76],

Bubble Rap [115] and ‘Social Feature Routing’ [83].

4.2.2 Resource-aware routing algorithm

Different from energy-oblivious routing algorithms, energy-aware routing algorithms

target good performance with efficient use of energy.

Two-hop routing (2002) [85] is probably the earliest energy-aware routing algorithm

for an ad hoc network, which is also applicable to DTNs. In two-hop routing, a source

node duplicates its messages to the encountered nodes, while a relay node forwards a

message only to the message’s destination. Nodes save energy because they transmit

fewer replicas. It is questionable as its performance are limited in the contexts where a

node can reach most other nodes within two hops.

Following two-hop routing, Spyropoulos et al. proposed resource aware routing

algorithm ‘Spray and Wait’ [87] and its extension ‘Spray and Focus’ [71]. In ‘Spray

and Wait’, when a source node transmits a message to a destination, it sets a replica

quota (Q) for the message. The quota defines the maximum relays (i.e, the maximum

transmission) of the message. When Q quota are used, then no relay will replicate the

message to other nodes except the destination node. The name ‘spray and wait’ comes

from the two process stages: spray Q quota and wait for the destination. By this way, the

source node can control the maximum bandwidth resource, energy resource and buffer

resources the message can use. The late proposed solution ‘Spray and Focus’ [71],

modifies the ‘wait’ stage. A relay node in the ‘wait’ stage can forward (note replicate)

the replica in hands to a new node that is more likely to encounter the destination node.

Along the same line of controlling the number of message replicas, Walker et al.

proposed ‘simple counting protocol (SCP)’[84]. The core idea of SCP is to avoid over
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generate replicas by balancing the number of replicas of different messages. In SCP,

a node removes the most often seen message replicas from its buffer, and duplicates

the message replicas that are least frequently seen. This scheme balances the number

of replicas of different messages, and saves power by avoiding duplicating too many

replicas. However, SCP fails to exploit future contact predictions and select proper

relays for messages.

Besides the above algorithms, many other energy-aware routing algorithms were

also published. These works comprise “random single copy routing” [112] and “gossip-

based routing” [88].

4.3 Gap and the contribution

4.3.1 The gap in resource efficient DTN routing solution

Though extensive research have achieved impressive progress in DTN routings, we find

inadequacy in resource efficiency routing solutions. For example, although contact pre-

diction has been widely used to improve routing performance, it is not well exploited

to improve resource efficiency. Prediction accuracy determine the utility of the predic-

tion in messages replicas control. A node can save resources by avoiding generating

redundant messages if it can know reliable contact prediction. Prediction reliance mea-

surement, however, arouse little research interest. To our best knowledge, no previous

work has evaluated prediction accuracy.

The detailed gaps can be categorized into the following points:

Algorithms for flexible control of replica are required. Current routing algorithms set

the maximum copies of a message as a fixed quota. By using fixed quota, mes-

sages for different source-destination pairs equally share bandwidth and buffer

resources. Messages for different source-destination pairs, however, should be

treated with different resources, as the difficulty of delivering them are different.

Messages for some node pairs require fewer replicas if their sources are ‘near’ to
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the destinations, which means that they can be easily delivered; some other mes-

sages require more replicas if the source nodes are ‘far’ from the destinations, i.e.,

they are more difficult to delivery. The rigid control of replica quota can cause

too many or too few replicas. Contact prediction naturally plays a crucial role in

replica control, but it has not aroused much interest to current DTN research.

The measurement on contact prediction reliance is not well investigated. Message rout-

ing decision based on reliable contact prediction can help speed up message de-

livery, while message routing decision based on unreliable one might make wrong

message replication, which can be worse than routing without contact prediction.

To save resources without spoiling message delivery performance, the reliable

contact prediction is especially important. Thus, the measurement on contact

prediction reliance is critical.

No robust yet energy efficient routing algorithms are proposed. Proposed algorithms

on energy efficient routing are often tested on a small number of synthetic traces,

which often hides the limitations occur in real traces tests.

4.3.2 Contribution

This chapter discusses energy efficient routing algorithms that can perform well in a

wide range of contacts under different environments. The main contributions include

the follows.

Control message replicas with reliable contact predictions. The messages with dif-

ferent source-destination pairs should be assigned different mounts of resources.

This can avoid both over-duplicating messages and under-duplicating messages.

Propose a novel algorithm for measuring contact prediction accuracy. Prediction re-

liance is measured by its utility in routing algorithms. The proposed measurement

algorithm is expected to work well on a wide range of contacts and prediction al-

gorithms.
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Trace No. of
nodes

Transmission
range

Scenario

RollerNet[40] 62 Bluetooth outdoor roller blading
Haggle IC06[121] 98 Bluetooth conference
Reality[39] 100 Bluetooth campus
SF taxi[122] 500 50m city taxi
Seattle Bus[123] 1200 50m city shuttle bus
RPGM[124] 100 10m reference point group mobility
Random Way Point
(RWP)

100 10m random and free node move-
ment

Table 4.1: This table contains the traces often used by DTN research community. The
RollerNet trace is sport trace collected when a group of people having outdoor blading
competition, which has dense contacts. The Haggle IC06 trace are collected at the
conference of InfoComm06, which has the feature of contact of clusters. The Reality
trace is collected on MIT campus, which has sparse contacts. SF taxi trace contains taxi
location updates, which was collected in SF bay area. Seattle bus contains locations
of city buses, which has a large number of buses which sparse contacts. RPGM and
Random Way Point traces are the synthetic ones.

Propose a resource efficient routing scheme with robust performance. We propose

components required by a robust and resource efficient algorithm and integrate

them into a routing algorithm. These components include (i) replica control

scheme, (ii) a novel and accurate contact prediction scheme, which is measured

by the prediction reliance measurement algorithm, and (iii) a resource efficient

distributive scheme for collecting replica information.

4.4 Evaluation of current contact prediction algorithms

4.4.1 Contact prediction of PRoPHET, MaxProp, and RAPID

First, we evaluate three representative contact prediction algorithms in PRoPHET, Max-

Prop, and RAPID. They can be briefly described as follows. Let a node v’s probability

of encountering a node u be Pv,u.

• In PRoPHET, Pv,u additively increases when v has a new contact with u, Pv,u =

Pv,u (old) + (1 − Pv,u (old)) × pinit, and multiplicative decreases by k, the time
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since the last contact, Pv,u = Pv,u (old) × γk. We set pinit to 0.75 and γ to 0.98

as used by [113].

• In MaxProp, Pv,u’s initial value is zero. Pv,u on v halves when v encounters a

node other than u, and increases to (1 + Pv,u)/2 when v encounters u.

• RAPID uses a prediction algorithm based on exponential inter-contact distribu-

tion. The probability is Pr(encounter(v, u) < t) = 1− e−λt, where 1/λ is the

average inter contact length (ICL) between v and u.

When two nodes meet, after meta-data exchange, each node predicts the probabil-

ities of encountering other nodes in the future. Such computations are performed for

each contact. The total number of estimates can be up to the product of the number of

contracts and the square of the number of nodes in the network.

Let it be ei. For each ei estimated at time t, we can consult contact oracles whether

the predicted contact actually occurs or not before the time t + d, where d is the time

period of interest. Based on this answer, we form a tuple of 〈ei, ai〉, where ai equals

zero if the contact does not occur or equals one if it does.

These tuples are then placed into b bins, and each bin is of size 1/b. The tuples with

ei between j
b and j+1

b are placed into bin j, 0 ≤ j < b. For each bin j, we compute

the accuracy Aj as
∑

ei in bin j ai

No. of elements in bin j . We exclude estimates collected during warm-up

and cool-down periods. Also, if the number of estimates in a bin is too low, say below

30, we do not consider the result of the bin.

Finally, we use the midpoint of the bin as the value of the estimate. Let this value be

Ej . Hence, after the processing, we get a series of data points, 〈E0, A0〉 · · · 〈Eb−1, Ab−1〉.
If the estimate can provide useful information to routing algorithms, we should expect

the sequence {E0 · · ·Eb−1} and {A0 · · ·Ab−1} have strong correlation. This evalua-

tion can apply to the scheme where the predicted values are utilities instead of contact

probabilities, e.g., MaxProp, PRoPHET.

In the approach described, we only evaluate one-hop contact probability. Since

multi-hop delivery probabilities are based on one-hop contact probabilities, one-hop
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Figure 4.1: Contact prediction accuracy of different contact prediction algorithms. The
two figures share the same label listed in Figure 4.1(b).
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Figure 4.2: Prediction accuracy on different traces of MaxProp and Plankton. The two
figures share the same label listed in Figure 4.2(b).

prediction evaluation is sufficient.

Connection predictions were evaluated on seven traces in Table 4.1 with Different

settings of d (1800s, 3600s, and 7200s) and b (10, 50, 100, and 200). As the results

from different settings are similar, we will only show the results where d equals 3600s

and b equals 100 and 10.

First, we present the results of different algorithm on a particular trace, namely the

SF taxi trace. Figure 4.1(a) shows the plot of Ei versus Ai. The case for ideal prediction,

where Ei equals Ai, is included for reference. The results show that all three algorithms

are fairly inaccurate. The Exponential algorithm is the most inaccurate. MaxProp and

PRoPHET generate more accurate results than Exponential-based prediction does, but

their predictions are still noisy.
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Trace Exponential PRoPHET MaxProp Plankton
RollerNet -0.58 0.92 0.60 0.99

Haggle IC06 0.84 0.75 0.37 0.95
Reality -0.43 -0.35 0.16 0.60
SF taxi -0.26 0.86 0.68 0.99

Seattle Bus -0.22 0.65 0.57 0.94
RPGM -0.44 0.98 0.52 0.87
RWP 0.08 0.04 0.13 0.64

Table 4.2: Correlations between tested predictions and ideal predictions.

To view the evaluation on different traces, we plot MaxProp’s prediction on different

traces in Figure 4.2(a). It shows that Ei is often far away from the respective Ai on most

traces.

We quantitatively measure prediction reliability by computing the Pearson correla-

tion between the estimate values and the ideal prediction. A strong positive correlation

indicates a reliable prediction. Table 4.2 lists the correlations from the three algorithms

on all traces. We can make the following observations.

First, while correlations vary among different traces, these prediction algorithms are

often unreliable. In many cases, the Exponential algorithm has negative correlations.

The reliability of PRoPHET varies significantly from -0.35 (Reality) to 0.98 (RPGM).

The results from MaxProp are better, but the correlations still vary from 0.16 (Reality)

to 0.68 (SF taxi).

Second, the results indicate that while routing algorithms using these contact pre-

diction schemes can achieve high message delivery ratios and/or low latencies, the good

performance sounds unlikely due to accurate contact probability estimations.

4.4.2 Contact prediction of Bubble Rap

The investigation on prediction accuracy of Bubble Rap is done separately. Instead of

pair-wise contact probability, Bubble Rap utilizes nodes’ centrality for selecting relays.

In Bubble Rap, when u with message m encounters v without m, u either duplicates

m to v (v is a relay) or does not duplicate m to v, depending on the result of centrality
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Algorithm Roller IC06 Reality SFtaxi SeattleBus RPGM RWP
BubbleRap 0.24 0.19 0.18 0.12 0.02 0.20 0.25
Plankton 0.29 0.31 0.55 0.30 0.58 0.25 0.25

Table 4.3: Prediction comparison between BubbleRap and Plankton.

comparison and community information. For Bubble Rap, we record the duplication

decision, and offline check if the relay and destination actually meet within a given

delay d. A good estimator should make a larger proportion decisions where the relays

do meet the destinations.

Table 4.3 shows the utility of the decision in terms of how often the relays meet

the destination. 2% to 25% replication decision by ‘Bubble Rap’ results in one-hop

delivery, with an average of 17% over all seven traces.

4.5 Plankton contact prediction

Plankton’s contact prediction is based on two main ideas. First, links (i.e., contacts or

connections) can be classified into either strong or weak links depending on how likely

a message sent on this link can be delivered to the destination. Second, strong links

can be identified through association relationships that can be observed at different time

scales.

In the rest of this section, we first discuss how weak and strong links are defined,

followed by how strong links are discovered and finally how these estimations are com-

bined into a single contact prediction.

4.5.1 Weak links (ρ)

The comparison of weak link with strong link is relatively. As the name suggests, a

message sent on a weak link is less likely to be delivered to the destination than one

sent on a strong link. Hence, the first task is to define what a weak link is. The approach

taken by Plankton is to initially classify all links as weak links. A link is reclassified as

strong later using the association relationships to be defined below.
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Symbol Interpretation
ρ pairwise average delivery probability
Pv,u the contact probability between v and u

P a
v,u the contact probability between v and u based on associated con-

tacts
P b

v,u the contact probability between v and u based on bursty contacts
Pl(m) m’s local delivery probability
Pg(m) m’s known maximum local delivery probability
dm m’s destination node
ptie the threshold value for dividing strong ties and weak ties
pach the threshold value for achievable delivery probabilities

Table 4.4: Summary of symbols.

Next, since all links are initially classified as weak, we approximate the probability

that delivery on a weak link can result in successful message delivery as the average

contact probability, ρ, between any two nodes within a time window (win). A good

value for win is the remaining lifetime of the message. With the assumption that con-

tacts are i.i.d., ρ can be approximated as follows:

ρ =
avg. no. of encountered nodes within win by a node

total no. of nodes− 1
. (4.1)

ρ provides a baseline for contact probabilities. The value of ρ varies with mobility. For

example, a node in the Roller-net trace can encounter more than 20% of all nodes within

900s, while a node can only encounter fewer than 2% of all nodes within 900s for the

Seattle bus trace. The value of ρ can be either estimated online or computed off-line

through historical information.

Next, we will describe how strong links can be identified through association rela-

tionships

4.5.2 Prediction by recent contacts (P b
v,u)

Bursty and self-similar events have been well investigated and exploited in many fields,

such as web caching and Internet traffic modeling. In real-life mobility pattern, once

two nodes are in the same proximity, there is good chance they are still in proximity
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in the near term. These could be because these nodes are two persons in the same

seminar room attending a talk, two passengers on the same subway train or two vehicles

traveling along a road in the same direction. In DTN routing, such bursty contacts have

also been exploited in last contact based routing [68, 71]. In these algorithm, only the

most recent contact is taken into account.

In Plankton, for computing contact probability based on recent contacts, we study

the number of most recent intervals that a node have appeared. Let P b
v,u denote the

contact probability between v and u based on recent contacts. To compute P b
v,u, v

checks the most recent n time intervals, where each interval has a duration of average

pairwise inter-contact length (ICL). If v encounters u in nu out of the n intervals, P b
v,u

equals nu/n.

S5

u C B uBCD D D D u
S4 S3 S2 S1

u

ICL ICL ICL ICL ICL

t

D nodes other than u

nodes that v encountered

Figure 4.3: Prediction by bursty contacts.

Figure 4.3 illustrates an example. v computes P b
v,u at t and n is set to be five. P b

v,u

equals 3/5, as v encounters u in three out of the five intervals.

P b
v,u provides an estimate based on short-term contact features, and its implementa-

tion is straightforward. We use average pairwise ICL, instead of an absolute time length

because ICL is adaptable to different traces. ICL is easy to compute by a node with

local contact information. Another parameter Plankton uses is n. The settings of n has

little effect on performance as long as it is not too big (larger than 20) or too small (less

than five). We set it to 10 in our evaluation.
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4.5.3 Prediction by indirect associations (P a
v,u)

The intuition behind prediction by indirect association is as follows. If whenever v

encounters w, it often encounters u, then it is likely that once v meets w, the probability

of meeting u is high. Such association captures indirect relationship among nodes that

occurs over longer time scale. It exploits community relationships among nodes without

the need to perform community clustering or search for nodes with high centrality as is

done in BubbleRap.

We write the contact probability between v and u through the indirect association

with w as P a
v,w,u, which can be computed by the following steps. v first locates the

recent n non-overlapping intervals with the length of ICL that start with an encounter

with w. Next, v counts the intervals that also contain at least one encounters with u

and let this number be nu. P a
v,w,u is computed as nu/n. Since the association can

happen through different nodes, P a
v,u is taken as the maximum value over all indirect

associations through the nodes that v recent encounters. w is v’s recent encounter if the

time since the last contact between w and v is less than ICL, which uses the same length

as the interval for checking indirect association. Indirect association probability can be

computed as follows:

P a
v,u = max

i
{P a

v,i,u} (i is v’s recent encounter.)

Figure 4.4 illustrates an example, where n equals five. In the past five non-overlapping

intervals starting with an encounter with w, v encounters u in four intervals. Thus,

P a
v,w,u equals 4/5.

By taking the maximum value over all possible associations, we follow the approach

taken in popular universal prediction algorithm for data compression [125] and mobile

nodes location prediction [126], which looks for the longest subsequence.
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Figure 4.4: Prediction by associated contacts.

4.5.4 Combination of different predictions

By the above discussion, v has three estimates for the contact probability between v and

u, based on the three predictions used, namely ρ, P b
v,u and P a

v,u. Given that P b
v,u and

P a
v,u are meant to discover strong links, they are only useful or meaningful when their

values are larger than ρ.

Next, while it is possible to combine the values of P b
v,u and P a

v,u by assuming that

they are independent, we choose not to take this assumption for the following reasons.

First, there is no strong reason to believe that these estimates are independent. Second,

as we will explain later, due to our approach to dynamic quota adjustment based on

contact probability, we prefer conservative estimates. The quota adjustment can tolerate

false negative to some extent, but we need low false positive for high contact probability.

We thus compute the final contact probability between v and u Pv,u as:

Pv,u = max{ρ, P b
v,u, P a

v,u}. (4.2)

4.5.5 More discussion on contact prediction estimators

These three estimators are complementary. The first estimator, ρ, explores the contacts

that are difficult to predict, e.g., the contacts having few past contacts of respective node

pair to exploit. While these contacts are ‘unreliable’, they dominate more than 80% of

all contacts in the mobility traces we investigated. Many existing algorithms either

simply ignore such contacts by setting the delivery probability to zero or incorrectly

estimate the probability because of the lack of past contact information. These contacts

however can significantly contribute to messages dissemination since there are so many
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of them [127]. By exploiting average contact chances by ρ, Plankton can efficiently

utilize these contacts without much historical contact information on a specific nodes

pair.

The other two estimators capture different features of contact patterns when past

contacts can provide sufficient contacts information. Recent contacts based prediction

captures burstiness of contacts by investigating short term contacts, while indirect as-

sociation based prediction captures contact association by investigating long term con-

tacts. These associations cover different set of nodes and exploit different association

behaviors.

4.5.6 Evaluation

We evaluate the accuracy of Plankton prediction and compare its performance to other

predictors presented in Chapter 4.4 and the results are shown in Figure 4.2. Results

in Figure 4.1(a) and Figure4.1(b) show that Plankton can achieve much more accurate

predictions than the other three estimators on SF taxi trace and Haggle InfoCom2006

trace. The comparison between Figure 4.2(b) and Figure 4.2(a) shows that Plankton

achieves much more accurate prediction than MaxProp on all tested traces. From Ta-

ble 4.2, we can see that Plankton outperforms the other three estimators on all traces.

It achieves correlation equal to or larger than 0.87 on all traces except Reality (0.60)

and RWP (0.64). Even for these two traces, Plankton achieves much higher correlations

than the other estimators.

As Bubble Rap does not make contact prediction but instead make binary decision

on whether a message should be forwarded to another node, we compare the utility of

the decision of Bubble Rap and Plankton based on the ratio of message delivery for

every message forwarded. Table 4.3 compares the utilities of the forwarding decision

in Bubble Rap and Plankton. It shows that the utility of the Plankton is always better or

equal to Bubble Rap. Except for RWP where there is no difference, the improvement

varies from 20% for RollerNet to 2800% for the Seattle Bus trace.
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4.6 Routing algorithm: Plankton

4.6.1 Overview

To deliver a message m, the source node first assigns m a replica quota by ρ. As m

is duplicated, the quota is divided among the replicas. A novel feature of Plankton is

that it decreases the replica quota when m is duplicated to a node that has high contact

probability with the destination.

4.6.2 Initial quota setting

The replica quota Q defines a message’s maximum delivery probability. When Q is

fully utilized, i.e.,Q replicas are transferred ontoQ relays, the message gains maximum

delivery probability. In order to accurately set Q, the source needs to know who will be

the relays and their contact probabilities to the destination, which is generally infeasible

in DTNs. Plankton estimates Q using the delivery probability of weak link ρ.

Suppose that X replicas of m are duplicated onto X relays (x1, x2, · · · , xX ), whose

delivery probabilities (Pxi,dm) may be lower or higher than ρ. It is reasonable to assume

that
∑X

i=1 Pxi,dm ≈ X × ρ for sufficient large X .

When a source node generates m and estimates X , it does not know which node

will carry m as a relay in future. With a simple assumption on the independence of

relays’ delivery chances, the following approximation can be made:

P = 1−
X∏

i=1

(
1− Pxi,dm

) ≥ 1− (1− ρ)X

By above inequality, we can get X ≤ log(1− P )/log(1− ρ). Since the actual

quota Q cannot be larger than N , the number of total nodes, we can get:

Q = min{ log(1− P )
log(1− ρ)

,N}. (4.3)

Note that Q is a conservative approximation without the information of online contact
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probability when replicas are generated. Replica quotas are accordingly reduced once

a node duplicates m to a relay that has high delivery probability, which we discuss as

follows.

Input: a contact event between u and v
Output: a set of triggered actions
u and v exchange the meta-data, including:
(I) message acknowledgements
(II) contact probabilities
(III) known Pg(m)
(IV) the message list in buffer.
On receiving (I):
remove delivered messages and update pach

On receiving (II):
foreach m in u’s buffer do

update Pl(m) by formula 4.5
Pg(m) ← max

(
Pg(m), Pl(m)

)
if Pg(m) > pach then

set the quota for m to zero
end

end
On receiving (III):
foreach received Pg(m) do

Pg(m) ← max
(
Pg(m)rcvd, Pg(m)

)
end
On receiving (IV):
generate duplication list by Alg. 4.2

Algorithm 4.1: Metadata exchanges and routing actions.

4.6.3 Dynamic quota adjustment based on contact probability

Plankton defines two types of links, strong links and weak links. A node pair (u, v) has

a strong link if the contact prediction for u and v, Pu,v, is larger than ρ. Otherwise, it is

a weak link. The typical scenario of checking strong links is as follows. Node u has a

message for the destination v. Node u encounters w. Node u checks whether w has a

strong link with v or not.

The judgement behind the division of strong links and weak links is the reliability

of contact prediction. Labeling two nodes with weak links does not mean their contacts
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are useless in message forwarding, but it indicates that it is difficult to attain reliable

prediction on their contacts. It also indicates that two weak links may have minor dif-

ference in contact chances, but it is difficult and likely unworthy to differentiate them.

Strong links have opposite properties. Strong links can be reliably predicted and two

strong links can have dramatically different contact chances, which is knowable and

worthy to know. Thus, weak links and strong links have different contributions to rout-

ing performance. Message duplications over weak link helps to seek strong links. Large

number of replicas via weak links themselves certainly can generate considerable large

chances of message delivery. Strong links mainly contribute to direct deliver messages.

Therefore, Plankton wields weak links and strong links in different policies as follows.

Suppose node v buffering message m encounters u that do not buffer m. If u and

dm have a weak link, v performs duplication procedure same as binary split S&W. If u

and dm have a strong link, v always duplicates m to u when v’s quota for m is larger

than zero. v adjusts the quota by computing the number of weak links that equal the

strong link between u and dm, measured by the chance of delivering m. Let h be the

number of weak links. We can get the contact probability between u and dm, Pu,dm ,

equals to 1 − (1 − ρ)h, and h = log(1 − Pu,dm)/log(1− ρ). Let q denote m’s quota

on v. v sets its new quota to one and u sets its new quota to q′ as computed by the

following equation:

q′ = max(1, q − h). (4.4)

The replica quotas adjustment and send-list generation is listed in algorithm 4.2. We

would like to highlight the follows. First, the above quota adjustment scheme requires

low false positive in contact prediction. This explains our preference for conservative

contact probability estimates by Equation 4.2. Second, the number of strong links do

not have to be large. A small number of strong links is sufficient.
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4.6.4 Dynamic quota adjustment based on delivery probability

Besides reducing replica quotas through strong links, Plankton stops replication when it

detects that replicas generated are sufficient to meet the delivery probability achievable

by available DTN’s resources. To perform this task, Plankton estimates the delivery

probability by all generated replicas, as well as set a realistic target for delivery ratio.

Delivery probability of m is computed based on the contact probability on all re-

lays of m. Plankton does not utilize multiple-hop delivery probability for three reasons.

(1) DTNs are small world network [128, 80], which means messages can be delivered

in a small number of hops. (2) Our measurements and evaluations have indicated that

multiple-hop delivery probabilities are often highly inaccurate. (3) Multiple-hop deliv-

ery probability estimation requires expensive exchange pairwise contact probabilities.

Thus, we compute delivery probability from multiple relays by direct delivery. This may

underestimate the true delivery probability by ignoring multiple-hop delivery chances,

but we can have a conservative estimate from which we can safely reduce quota. Also,

note that while the multi-hop delivery probability is not utilized, multiple-hop transmis-

sions happen in Plankton.

The local delivery probability of a message m computed by a node u is:

Pl(m) = 1−
∏

v∈V

(
1− Pv,dm

)
,

where V is the set of nodes that u has encountered and known to have buffered m.

Nodes exchange their local estimates Pl(m) and actual estimated delivery, Pg(m), is

simply the largest among all known local estimates.

Sometimes, the target delivery ratio cannot be met. This can be due to node spe-

cific behavior (e.g., the destination node is isolated) or network congestion which would

make the increase in replicas a bad option. Plankton tries to approximate the achiev-

able delivery ratio by computing achievable delivery probability by averaging Pg(m)

of delivered messages. Duplication for m stops if Pg(m) is larger than the achievable

delivery ratio measured.
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Input: v’s buffer list
Output: sorted send-list for v: list
foreach m in u’sbuffer, not in v’s buffer do

if v = dm then
gain(m) ← 1, add m to list

else if m ’s quota > 0 then
if P(v,dm) ≤ ρ and m’s quota > 1 then

gain(m) ← (1− Pg(m))× P(v,dm)

add m to list
evenly split m’s quota

end
if P(v,dm) > ρ then

gain(m) ← (1− Pg(m))× Pv,dm

add m to list
compute quota by Equation 4.4

end
end

end
decreasingly sort list by gain(m)

Algorithm 4.2: Node u Generates duplication list for v.

4.7 Performance evaluation

We evaluate Plankton with an event-based simulator adapted from ONE [129]. We

simulate a wide range of buffer and bandwidth settings on extensive traces to ensure that

the simulation settings are more realistic [130]. Message lifetime is used to describe the

validity period of a message since it is created. The message life is set to 1,000s for

the Roller net trace, and 20,000s for the Reality trace, and 7,200s for all other traces.

Message sizes are uniformly distributed between 1KB and 100KB. Warm-up and cool-

down periods are set and the metadata communication overhead are simulated.

We compare Plankton with MaxProp, RAPID, S&W, EBR and Bubble Rap. For fair

comparison, acknowledgement packets are flooded for all algorithms since MaxProp

and RAPID use acknowledgements. The quota for S&W and EBR is set to be the same

as the initial quota used by Plankton.

DTN routing performance is often measured by delivery ratio (DR) and average

latency. DR refers to the ratio of delivered messages to unique messages to be delivered.
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(d) Transmissions vs. latency.

Figure 4.5: Performance when the bandwidth changes. The four figures share the same
labels as indicated in Figure 4.5(a).

Average latency is the average latencies of delivered messages. We measure delivery

overhead by dividing the total number of replicas of all messages by the number of

delivered messages.

4.7.1 Evaluation on the San Francisco taxi trace

Performance of Varying Bandwidth and Buffer

Figure 4.5 shows the results when bandwidth is varied. Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) show

that Plankton achieves much higher DR (up to 80% higher) and lower latencies (up to

70% lower). Plankton achieves similar DR as MaxProp but with much lower latencies

and less overhead (saving up to 60%). Figure 4.6 shows the results when buffer size is

varied. Plankton achieves greater performance with similar or less overhead.
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(b) Buffer size vs. transmission latency.
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Figure 4.6: Performance when the buffer sizes change. The four figures share the same
labels as listed in 4.6(a).

Overhead comparison

Figures 4.5(c) and 4.6(c) compare the delivery overhead when buffer or bandwidth is

varied. For the same delivery ratio, Plankton incur the lowest delivery overhead. Plank-

ton can save up to 60% replicas compared to performance-oriented algorithm like Max-

Prop and Rapid which do not limit replicas. On the other hand, Plankton can also

achieve savings (up to 40%) unlike efficiency-oriented algorithms such as EBR and

S&W that limits replicas.

We also examine the distributions of the number of replica made for both delivered

and undelivered messages. Figure 4.7(a) shows that MaxProp and RAPID generate

many more replicas than Plankton for delivered messages. These are overhead Plank-

ton attempts to save. Similarly, Figure 4.7(b) shows that when the message cannot be

delivered, many more replicas are generated by MaxProp. However, since these desti-
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(c) Quota vs. delivery overhead.

Figure 4.7: Routing overhead with the bandwidth of 2.4MBps and the buffer size of
500 messages.

nations are unreachable, the limit on replication is needed to avoid generating excessive

replicas.

Plankton, S&W, and EBR use quotas to control message replicas. Their efficiency

varies with changes in the quota used. We examine their energy efficiencies when quota

is varied. Results in Figure 4.7(c) shows that Plankton incurs significantly less overhead

for all quota settings which are evaluated. We can see that Plankton’s delivery overhead

generates the smallest increase in overhead among the three algorithms when quota

size increases. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the dynamical quota adjustment

in Plankton.

The saving on replica can be explained by the existence of strong links that are en-

countered during message delivery. Figure 4.8 shows that the number of strong links

encountered by a message over different time periods using the SF taxi trace. Over a
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Figure 4.8: Number of encountered strong links.

1800s duration, 55% of the messages encounter at least one strong link. For a longer

duration of 7200s, about 70% of the messages encounter at least one strong link. En-

counters with strong links allows Plankton to significantly reduce the needed replicas

without downgrading performance.

4.7.2 Evaluation on other traces

Next we present the results on seven traces in Table 5.3. ρ is computed using Equa-

tion 4.1, and Q is computed via Equation 4.3 with P set to 0.9. Bandwidth is set to 2.4

Mbps and buffer size is 500 messages. We compare Plankton to five other algorithms.

For each mobility trace, we rank the algorithms in ascending order of delivery overhead,

with the algorithm that incurs the least overhead listed first.

Plankton incurs the lowest communication overhead per delivered message in four

of the seven traces, namely: SF taxi, Seattle Bus, RPGM, and RWP with saving from

14% to 88%. For the other three traces, Plankton occurs larger overhead than only

Bubble Rap, but has significantly higher DRs and lower latencies.

In all mobility traces, Plankton has the highest or close to the highest delivery ratio

among all algorithms evaluated. The lowest relative delivery ratio is for the Haggle trace

(73% for Plankton and 76% for RAPID). The 3% loss in delivery ratio is compensated

by 57% gains in communication overhead saving. The result is similar for latency.

Plankton has the lowest latency in 4 out of 7 traces. It is able to perform better even
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with fewer replicas due to its more accurate contact probability prediction. We have two

interesting observations. (1) MaxProp transmits more replicas and the performance is

better than RAPID. One reason is that MaxProp generates much less metadata overhead

than RAPID does. (2) Performance of Bubble Rap is not as good as other algorithms.

Our observation suggests two reasons. (1) Bubble Rap renders too few replicas as it

is very selective in choosing relays, which lowers delivery overhead but loses in the

DR and the latency; (2) Bubble Rap selects relays by ‘centrality’ that reflects nodes’

dissemination capability. Such a scheme can cause congestions in the central nodes.

4.8 Summary

The primary objective of this study was to investigate the accuracy of the connection

prediction and exploit the prediction results for solving DTN routing problem. DTN

connection prediction has aroused great interests because reliable connection prediction

can elevate the DTN routing performance and energy efficiencies. One main goal of this

study was to investigate how to leverage DTN connection properties to predict connec-

tion and thereby enhance both DTN routing energy efficiency and the performances,

i.e., to deliver more messages for DTNs with less resource consumption. Another goal

of this study was to further achieve a robust solution, i.e., the target solution can suit

different types of traces.

The above two goals of this study are quite different from the existing ones. For the

first goal on performances and resource efficiencies, most existing work either focused

on saving resources or improving performances that were usually examined by delivery

ratios and average latencies. This study targets both parts in one solution. For the

second goal on robustness, previous work usually were evaluated in synthetic traces

or few empirical traces, which is probably defective when being applied in diversified

traces. This study however gives exhaustive evaluations on different types of traces.

This work addressed the gap by proposing and utilizing a novel connection predic-

tion algorithm to control message replicas and evaluating the algorithm over popular
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traces of varied properties. As the first step, for measuring the accuracy of connec-

tion prediction, we proposed a connection prediction measurement algorithm. By this

algorithm, we tested contact prediction reliance over a diversified range of real world

traces. The testing results unfortunately indicated that most existing connection predic-

tion algorithms fail to generate reliable and accurate results required for controlling the

number of replicas. A reliable yet simple prediction algorithm based on bursty connec-

tions and associated connections thereby was proposed by this study. It was validated

by real world trace based simulation that it can generate reliable prediction required by

the replica control. Built on the connection prediction algorithm and the replica control

scheme estimated from it, we constructed a resource efficient DTN routing algorithm.

The algorithm was extensively evaluated on various traces with different settings of

resource constraints, which secures its robust performances and efficiency in practices.

Besides the promising results as discussed above, the methodologies in this study

have significant contributions to future researches. The most inspiring one is the utiliza-

tion of contact prediction accuracy measurement. In most, if not all, previous solutions,

various connection prediction algorithms were proposed and then mixedly utilized to-

gether with other techniques for DTN routings, and finally good outputs were achieved.

This type of solution however fails to articulate how much its connection prediction

algorithm contribute to the final results. It means that the final outputs are probably

attributed to connection predictions or to other techniques that are simultaneously ex-

plored. This ambiguity can be addressed by measuring the connection predictions. Our

study has provided a framework for the connection prediction assessment together with

concrete measurement algorithm. New metrics or algorithms therefore can be raised

and fit into the framework. As another significance, hybrid of replica control and con-

nection predictions in this study can inspire future research on energy efficient DTN

routings. In future, either the progresses in replica control or the progresses in con-

nection predictions can simultaneously enhance DTN routing performances and DTN

resource efficiencies.

This study can boost two types of future work as follows.
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First, more theoretical work can be fulfilled. This work stressed on the robust-

ness and practical feasibility through extensive evaluations. Theory rooted investigation

however can be accomplished from theory perspective. Pure theoretical understanding

is claimed to be notoriously hard as the heterogeneous properties of DTNs. We believe

that sound evaluations of intuitive algorithm can provide clues for theoretical investiga-

tion.

Second, future research can delve more reliable and simple connection prediction

algorithms. This work bestows one such algorithms and more algorithm of this type we

believe can be rendered. Exploitation of such algorithm can directly enhance both DTN

routing performances and DTN routing efficiencies.
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Trace/ ρ /Q Algorithm DR Delivery over-
head

Latency (sec)

RollerNet/ 0.23/ 9

Bubble Rap 0.66 9.82 516
Plankton 0.90 10.34 291
EBR 0.83 12.33 432
S&W 0.86 12.70 387
MaxProp 0.88 13.93 322
RAPID 0.90 15.19 314

Haggle IC06/ 0.1/ 22

Bubble Rap 0.49 13.61 3890
Plankton 0.73 17.25 1639
S&W 0.73 22.58 1800
EBR 0.74 17.85 1840
MaxProp 0.76 37.53 1491
RAPID 0.76 40.64 1571

Reality/ 0.03/ 75

Bubble Rap 0.34 7.07 9052
Plankton 0.56 14.01 7815
S&W 0.52 16.11 8538
EBR 0.52 18.57 8621
MaxProp 0.55 23.95 8793
RAPID 0.54 28.15 8569

SF taxi/ 0.1/ 20

Plankton 0.79 16.00 3939
S&W 0.76 21.19 4625
EBR 0.71 24.77 5473
Bubble Rap 0.45 24.80 6126
RAPID 0.65 31.88 4451
MaxProp 0.79 36.22 4818

SeattleBus/ 0.04 / 55

Plankton 0.90 39.74 2955
EBR 0.89 51.61 3043
S&W 0.90 53.44 2919
Bubble 0.76 100.16 3898
MaxProp 0.94 331.15 2759
RAPID 0.90 341.50 2611

RPGM/ 0.22/ 9

Plankton 0.81 14.09 1709
EBR 0.72 17.86 2413
Bubble Rap 0.22 19.02 2383
S&W 0.73 19.68 2218
MaxProp 0.82 48.72 2122
RAPID 0.85 53.92 2035

RWP/ 0.24/ 8

Plankton 0.85 8.56 2155
EBR 0.69 9.91 2845
Bubble Rap 0.42 10.64 2944
S&W 0.80 12.61 2788
RAPID 0.82 14.18 2034
MaxProp 0.80 19.24 2608

Table 4.5: Performance comparison on different traces.
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Resource efficient data aggregation

in urban DTNs

In this chapter, we investigate a DTN application: how to exploit DTN communication

to reduce infrastructure communication in global snapshot data collection. We investi-

gate this problem in the context of ubiquitous sensing. The phones get ambient sense

data and upload the data to the Internet to cater to more users. We first discuss a basic

observation that some nodes know more information than other nodes in a DTN sys-

tem. Based on this, we propose a concept change awareness and how to find the mobile

nodes that know more information. After this, we discuss our algorithm that computes

the smallest node set that can provide the global up-to-date information.

5.1 Background

Opportunistic networks1 formed by mobile devices with short range wireless com-

munication, e.g., Pocket Switch Network (PSN) [131] and Vehicle Ad hoc Networks

(VANET) [132], have emerged and gained popularity in the past decade. The most

distinctive feature of opportunistic networks is the intermittency of connections. Inter-
1In this chapter, we use ‘opportunistic network’ as a synonym name for DTN. We emphasize the

connection opportunities to aggregate data by mobile nodes.
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mittent connections enable the opportunistic communication, while they also compli-

cate many problems that have much simpler solutions in static networks with persistent

connections, e.g., the computation of the distance in connection topology between two

nodes, the up-to-date node states in a DTN.

The behavior of opportunistic networks are often measured by information latency

[133, 99] and reachability [100]. We propose a novel measure with a focus on the fresh-

ness of the information available. In particular, we measure information freshness by

capturing how much the latest information received by a receiver differs from the most

up-to-date information being propagated by the sender. Such differences are due to the

changes caused by recent connections. This information freshness measure is indepen-

dent of the transmission latency. It instead depends on how much global information

may have changed from the local (the receiver’s) view. We illustrate the usefulness of

information freshness by the following two examples.

(1) In a dynamic network, many applications require nodes to collect connection

topology data. However, it is often impossible to collect real-time topology information

due to the intermittent connectivity. Knowledge on how much the topology has changed

provides a way to view this information update and can be used to design efficient

routing algorithms and data collection schemes.

(2) Mobile phones or vehicles can be used to sense an environment. An efficient

data aggregation for opportunistic networks is challenging to design. In static wireless

sensor networks, data aggregation algorithms have been extensively investigated. Most

of them focus on selecting cluster headers or good information flow paths based on

a static topology. However, we do not see general solutions for data aggregation in

opportunistic networks.

We present the following main contributions in this chapter.

1. We propose a measure to quantify information freshness, called change aware-

ness, in opportunistic networks and how it can be computed.

2. We propose the concept of change awareness coverage and show how a small
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number of informative nodes can be used to construct a fresh (or real-time) snap-

shot of network states. Our trace based evaluation shows that depending on the

application scenarios, the information collected from 0.3% to 50% of the nodes

can form a fresh snapshot on topology states.

3. Finally, we evaluate the applications of change awareness in data aggregation.

Extensive evaluation on real world contact trace shows that change awareness

based solution with only the single last connection of each node can achieve sim-

ilar performance as the solution with the connection oracle.

5.2 Literature review

5.2.1 Measurement of information path of opportunistic networks

As a natural model for dynamic networks, Time-Varying Graphs (TVG) [99] have at-

tracted a plethora of research interest. In a TVG, edges, i.e., communication chances,

appear and disappear and hence, a node’s information on other nodes is usually delayed

and incomplete. Research on TVGs has evolved from the study on the common feature

with static graphs to the focus on temporal features. Initially, the research on TVGs or

dynamic networks investigates the connectivity of TVGs [134], k-failure invulnerability

problem [135], computation of computing shortest paths [133] and broadcast properties

[136]. Message dissemination in edge-Markovia dynamic graphs are also investigated

[137]. More recent work focuses on ‘temporal features’, e.g., information latencies and

reachability in TVG. Casteigts et al. formalized temporal related features that are com-

mon for dynamic networks and proposed techniques for investigating the evolution of

network properties [99]. The work in [100] formalizes reachability graphs and presents

a theoretical framework for reachability graphs computation.

Along with these theoretical analysis, many research studies dynamic networks by

investigating traces or modeling real world networks. They measure information laten-

cies, information reachability and nodes influence in information propagation.
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Most trace-based solutions and evaluations were done on OSN traces, as OSNs

provide convenient avenues of collecting scalable traces. For example, twitter and Digg

data are investigated in [138] to understand how network structures affect information

dissemination in dynamic networks. Message reachability was also investigated on

twitter data in [139].

Information latencies in social networks and the essential edges in the shortest paths

were explored in [140]. They propose solutions to compute network backbones that ap-

pear to contribute most to shorten message latencies. Extended from [140], Casteigts

checks message latencies in DTNs with arbitrary long contacts [141]. Temporal cen-

trality and closeness are proposed in [142] to analyze information flows. Models for

predicting influential users for OSNs were proposed in [143], which are evaluated by

data from Digg.

These existing works investigate information transmission by examining informa-

tion latencies. On the other hand, our work examines changes observable in the network

and how these changes affect application data collection. In fact the concept introduced

in this chapter is similar in spirit of the seminal work [144] in that we attempt to find a

meaningful snapshot of the network state that can be useful for information aggregation.

5.2.2 Data aggregation of opportunistic networks

We briefly discuss the work on data aggregation relative to our evaluations. For a de-

tailed survey, readers can refer to [91]. Our solution in data aggregation is close to

the cluster based solutions [145] and the network-flow based solutions [146]. Existing

solutions are often designed for static wireless networks and are unsuitable for oppor-

tunistic networks due to connectivity dynamics. Most solutions for opportunistic net-

works exploit the location information of vehicles and road side infrastructures [97].

Our approach does not rely on location information.

Cornejo et al. investigates the possibility of collecting data via short range con-

nections to a subset of nodes to reduce the use of long range connections [101]. They

proved theoretical bounds and show that no aggregation algorithm can achieve better
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Symbol Interpretation
G(V, E, T , ρ) or
G

a Time-Varying Graph

ε(u, v, t) a connection between u and v ending at t.
Time(ε(u, v, t)) the end time of connection :ε, i.e., t.
Ip(u, v, ts, te),
Il(u, v, ts, te),
If (u, v, ts, te)

information path, the latest information path, fresh information path
from u to v starting at ts and ending at te

Ip(u, v, t),
Il(u, v, t),
If (u, v, t)

the set of information paths (the latest information paths, fresh infor-
mation paths) from u and reachable to v no later than t

F (G, u, v, t) pairwise change awareness: the change awareness measured by v
regarding to u at t.

F (G, v, t) vertex change awareness: the centrality of v on receiving changes
from all other vertices at t.

F (G, t) graph change awareness: the average change awareness of vertices
in G at t

cm the smallest number of out-of-band connections required to achieve
fresh snapshot

P the set of smallest panorama informative nodes

Table 5.1: Table for key symbols.

performance than the optimal solution with connection oracles. Our solution in this

chapter shares the same goal of reducing the use of long range communications. We

investigate how much can change awareness help minimize the number of uploaders,

i.e., cluster headers.

5.2.3 Temporal graph models and information paths

Temporal graphs and connections

We use Time-Varying Graphs (TVGs) to model dynamic networks, as TVGs can natu-

rally demonstrate dynamic properties. Our notations for TVGs are based on those used

in [100, 99].

Definition 1 (Temporal graph). Let V be the set of vertices2, and E ⊆ V ×V be the set

of edges. T denotes time span, which starts at Ts and ends at Te, where Ts, Te ∈ R+

2‘vertex’ and ‘node’ are interchangeably used in this chapter.
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and Ts ≤ Te. ρ(e, t): E, R → {0, 1} is edge presence function, indicating whether an

edge exists at a given time t or not. ρ(e, t−) indicates the presence of e before or at t;

ρ(e, t+) indicates the presence of e after t. We call G(V, E, T , ρ) as a TVG or G for

short.

One occurrence of an edge corresponds to a connection in dynamic networks, which

represents a communication opportunity. Two nodes can have non-negative number

of connections during T . The edge ε(u, v, t) denotes a connection between u and v

ending at t, and EG denotes the set of universal connections in G. We use EG(v, t−) and

EG(v, t+) to denote v’s connections before and after t respectively. The brimming time

point t can be viewed as being included. The set EG(t) contains all connections in G at

time t, i.e., the set of occurred edges (connections) in the snapshot of G at t.

Each node can be an information source. In a single connection, we assume that

two nodes can exchange all requested information. When we need to refer to the time

instance of a connection, we consider its connection end time.

Information paths

An information path in TVGs consists of a list of connections that can relay information

from one node to another.

Definition 2 (Information path). ∀u, v ∈ V , Ip(u, v, ts, te) designates an informa-

tion path from u to v. Ip(u, v, ts, te) has the format of (u, v1, t1) Ã (v1, v2, t2) Ã

· · · Ã (vk−1, v, tk), where (ts = t1 ≤ t2 ≤ · · · ≤ tk = te). Also, v0 = u, vk = v,

ρ(ei, ti) = 1, where ei : 〈vi, vi+1〉 and i = 0, · · · , k − 1. Ii
p(u, v, ts, te) indicates

the ith connection in Ip(u, v, ts, te), i.e., εi = 〈vi−1, vi, ti〉; I last
p (u, v, ts, te) denotes

the last connection in Ip(u, v, ts, te). Let Time(Ii
p(u, v, ts, te)) present the time of the

ith connection. Ip(u, v, t) symbolizes the set of information paths Ip(u, v, ts, te), where

te ≤ t.

Definition 3 (Latest information path). An information path Il(u, v, ts, te) is the latest

information path in Ip(u, v, t) iff ts is the latest (largest) among all information paths
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Figure 5.1: An example of temporal graph.

in Ip(u, v, t) Hence, Il(u, v, ts, te) carries the latest information from u to v available

at time t. Il(u, v, t) symbolizes the set of latest information paths from u to v no later

than time t.

Definition 4 (Fresh information path). An information path Ip(u, v, ts, te) is a fresh

information path at time t or If (u, v, t) iff ρ(〈u, x〉, ts+) = 0 for ∀x ∈ V − {u}. In

other words, u has no connection with any other nodes in the interval ts to t, and the

information carried by this path is absolute fresh, as the node u has no connection to

update its information. If (u, v, t) denotes the set of all fresh information paths from u

to v at time t.

The idea of information path and these terms introduced can be illustrated by the

dynamic network in Figure 5.1. At time 8, Y receives update from C about X’s com-

munication with C. Y does not yet know about the connection that X has with B (at

time 7) through C because it occurs after the disconnection with C at time 7.

At time 14, Y finally knows the connection between X and B but is unaware of the

connection between X and A. At time 17, it finally knows all connections occurred to

X .

Ip(X, Y, 17) contains three information path: X → A → Y , X → B → Y

and X → C → Y . The shortest path from X to Y in terms of delivery latency is

X → C → Y .
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At the time 14, the latest information path set Il(X, Y, 14) contains X → B → Y

or Ip(X, Y, 7, 14). There is no fresh path at time 14 since X has another contact with A

after the contact with B. Next, at time 17, the latest and fresh information path are the

same and is X → A → Y or Ip(X, Y, 10, 17).

The information paths defined have the following properties. First, If (u, v, t) ⊆
Il(u, v, t) ⊆ Ip(u, v, t). Second, Il(u, v, t) = ∅ if and only if Ip(u, v, t) = ∅. Third,

based on local observation only, a node can know which path is the latest information

path but it cannot judge whether a path is fresh or not.

5.3 Change awareness

Based on the information paths introduced, we now present a concept on how changes

in the network can be quantified. In particular, we are interested in the changes that

occur as a result of communication between two nodes. Such changes can affect both

the metadata (e.g. connection status or buffer content), as well as the application data.

Change awareness is measured by information paths involved. Three closely re-

lated metrics for information awareness are thereby proposed: the pairwise change

awareness, the vertex change awareness, and the graph change awareness. These three

measurements have peer metrics that have stirred a plethora of research interest: the

geodesic vertices distance, the vertex centrality, and the mean geodesic distance.

5.3.1 Definition on change awareness

Definition 5 (Pairwise change awareness). The pairwise change awareness F (G, u, v, t)

is the ratio of u’s connections that can be known by v at t. F (G, u, v, t) = |EG(u, τ−)|/|EG(u, t−)|,
where τ is the latest connection time with u in Il(u, v, t). τ is set to Ts if Il(u, v, t) is ∅.

F (G, u, v, t) is computed based on the set of latest information paths and measures

the portion of u’s connections no later than τ and u’s connections no later than t. The

largest freshness value, one, occurs when a fresh information path exists. The smallest

freshness value, zero, occurs when no information path exists from u to v. As an ex-
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Figure 5.2: Vertex change awareness with different time span lengths.

ample, the pairwise change awareness of the network at 17s in Figure 5.1 is presented

in the following table, where a row stands for a source (u) and a column indicates a

destination (v).

A B C D

A 2/2 0/2 0/2 0/2

B 2/2 2/2 0/2 0/2

C 2/3 2/3 3/3 3/3

D 0/1 0/1 1/1 1/1

Definition 6 (Vertex change awareness). The vertex change awareness of a node v:

F (G, v, t) measures how much v can be aware of the changes of other nodes. It can be

computed as
∑

x∈V,x 6=v F (G, x, v, t)/(|V | − 1).

Definition 7 (Graph change awareness). The graph change awareness of G: F (G, t)

designates the average awareness over all vertices in G. It can be computed through

the pairwise change awareness:
∑

x,y∈V F (G, x, y, t)/P (|V |, 2), or the vertex change
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Data: G(V, E, T , ρ, ξ)
Output: F (G, v, t)
init.: last(x) ← Ts,∀x ∈ V , known(ε) ← false,∀ε ∈ E , W ← {v},
last(v) ← t
while (W is not empty) do

select u having the maximum last(·)
for each ε : ε(u, y, τ) or ε : ε(y, u, τ) do

if known(ε) = false then
if τ ≤ last(u) then

last(y) ← max(last(y), τ)
if y /∈ W then

add y to W
end
known(ε) ← true

end
end

end
remove u from W

end
for x ∈ V do

F (G, x, v, t) ← No. of known conn. involving x
No. of conn. involving x

end
F (G, v, t) ← ∑

x∈V,x 6=v F (G, x, v, t)/(|V | − 1)

Algorithm 5.1: Vertex change awareness computation.

awareness:
∑

v∈V F (G, v, t)/(|V |).

5.3.2 Computation of change awareness

Pairwise change awareness can be computed through ‘last departure time’: Time(I1
l (u, v, t))

[128]. The vertex and graph change awareness can be computed via repetitively running

‘last departure time’ algorithm for each node, but this can be expensive. They however

can be computed by a more efficient algorithm that adapts the dijkstra algorithm for

computing the shortest paths from one vertex to all other vertices. This is shown in

Algorithm 5.1 with the time complexity of Θ(|EG |+ |V | log |V |) [147].
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Figure 5.3: Vertex change awareness in different situations.

5.3.3 Change awareness of traces

We investigate the three types of change awareness on traces in Table 4.1. In this chap-

ter, we only present the results of vertex change awareness on representative traces SF

taxi, Haggle InfoCom06, whose contexts respectively represent vehicle traffic, outdoor

human mobility, and indoor human mobility. We investigate the change awareness with

respect to four factors: (1) the length of time span, (2) the connection density (by vary-

ing transmission range), (3) the node density (by removing random nodes), and (4) the

edge density (by removing random edges to simulate duty cycling) [56].

For measuring the effects of the length of time spans (D), we vary the time span

length from 60s to 3600s. Results in Figure 5.2 reveal two points. First, some nodes

are much more aware of changes in the network than others. For example, in Figure

5.2(a), in each case, some nodes have much higher vertex awareness while others have

much smaller vertex change awareness. Second, the pairwise change awareness usually
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increases as the time span becomes longer. For example, in the SF taxi trace, vertex

change awareness varies from 0 to 0.8 when the time span is 3600s. For a short time

span of 60s, the awareness varies from 0 to 0.38.

For testing the effects of contacts density, we set the transmission ranges as 50m,

100m and 200m, which respectively have the density of 16.8, 28.1, 48.7 contacts per

hour per node for SF taxi trace. Figure 5.3(a) shows the results for the time span of

3600s. The increase in node density has two opposite effects. One effect is to make

information transmitted by v become stale faster, which decreases change awareness.

Another effect is to speed up message transmission, which increases change awareness.

The results indicate that the positive effects slightly outperform the negative effects as

the transmission range increases. In an extreme case where the contact density is so

large that end-to-end paths always exist, all change awareness values approach one.

We test the effects on change awareness by removing random connections. This

has similar effects of letting nodes duty cycle their wireless interfaces. The results in

Fig 5.3(c) show that the vertex change awareness decreases slowly with edge removals.

With up to 60%, the decrease is insignificant. Striking decreases in change awareness

are observed when 80% of nodes are removed. The results indicate that nodes can have

duty cycling to save energy without significant loss in change awareness.

We also test the effects on change awareness by removing nodes from a network.

The results in Figure 5.3(b) show no significant effects on vertex change awareness till

more than 40% of the nodes are removed. The reason could be that while the removal

of nodes reduces the chance of updates, it slows the information dissemination. In the

extreme case where there are only two nodes, change awareness is always one.

We also investigate vertex freshness change with time, as shown in Figure 5.4. At

beginning, the node known nothing about connections of the network. As the node

gets more connections, it knows more about the connections. At the same time, the

connections of the whole network gradually grows. When the node has no connection,

its vertex change awareness decreases gradually; when the node get a connection, it can

get information from the connected node, its vertex change awareness jumps up. How
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Figure 5.4: Vertex freshness change with time (SF taxi trace). Vertex change awareness
is computed every 50 seconds since the first connection of the selected nodes.

much can its vertex change awareness jumps depends on how much new information it

can get from the connected node.

5.4 Informative node

Next, we will investigate how a node’s change awareness can be exploited. In particular,

we focus on nodes that have the most information about changes in an opportunistic

network. We call such nodes informative nodes. An informative node is the last node in

a fresh information path, i.e., v in If (u, v, ts, te), or v in F (G, u, v, t) when F (G, u, v, t)

equals one.

We will show that a set of informative nodes can be combined to provide a fresh or

‘real-time’ snapshot of a dynamic network and we aim to find the minimum number of

informative nodes required to obtain a fresh snapshot.

5.4.1 Node fresh coverage

In an ideal case, a node v has fresh information paths from all vertices, which guarantees

that v can access global fresh (up-to-date) information. This ideal case, however, only

occurs in some special topologies, e.g., complete bipartite graph. To measure how
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much absolute fresh information a node can collect, we introduce the concept of change

awareness coverage.

For two vertices, u and v, we say u is covered by v if u has a fresh information

path to v. The coverage of v is defined as the set of nodes that have at least one fresh

information path to v. The node v is thus an informative node. An informative node

can cover multiple vertices and a vertex can be covered by multiple informative nodes.

A set of informative nodes is called the panorama informative node set if the union of

their coverage equals the set of whole nodes. The set of all vertices obviously form a

panorama informative node set, as each node can cover itself. We are interested in com-

puting the smallest panorama informative node set. The smallest panorama informative

set has potential applications in opportunistic networks, such as the one we will discuss

in Section 5.5.

Input: G, where connections in EG are sorted by connection time.
Output: 〈v, C(v)〉, v ∈ V .
initialize coverage association sets, M ← {〈v, C(v)〉}, v ∈ V, C(v) ← {v}
while EG is not empty do

remove the earliest connection ε : 〈u, v, t〉 in E
if only one node (e.g., u) in ε is isolated 3 then

add C(u) to C(v)
remove 〈u,C(u)〉 from M

end
if both v and u are isolated nodes then

randomly select a node (e.g., u)
add C(u) to C(v)
remove 〈u,C(u)〉 from M

end
end
return M
Algorithm 5.2: The computation for smallest panorama informative node set.

The smallest panorama informative node set can be computed by Algorithm 4 with

the time complexity of O(|E|). For example, Algorithm 4 outputs the coverage associa-

tion {〈C(or D), {C, D}〉, 〈A(or Y ), {A,B, X, Y }〉} for Figure 5.1. We write such an

association in the format of 〈v, C(v)〉, where v is an informative node and C(v) is the

coverage set of v. We name the set of informative nodes computed by Algorithm 4 as
3A node is isolated if it has no connection to any other node.
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P . Next, we would like to state the following lemmas and theorem. The proofs can be

found in Appendix B.
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Figure 5.5: The average number of nodes covered by one informative node in differ-
ent traces. The inverse of this average provides an rough estimate of the number of
uploaders required to gain a global snapshot.

Lemma 1. The coverage sets of nodes in P forms a partition of V . That is, for any two

informative nodes pi, pj ∈ P , C(pi)
⋂

C(pj) = ∅ if pi 6= pj , and
⋃

p∈P C(p) = V .

Lemma 2. F (G, u, p, t) equals to 1, for ∀u ∈ C(p), p ∈ P , i.e., a fresh information

path exist from u to p at t.

Lemma 3. Algorithm 4 generates the smallest panorama informative node set.

Based on these three lemmas, the following theorem holds.

Theorem 4. A fresh snapshot of a dynamic network at time t can be obtained by as-

sembling information from all informative nodes in P , and the size of P is minimum.

The theorem can be reached by the above three lemmas. Note that while P is not

unique, but the size of P is the same.

5.4.2 Coverage of informative nodes in traces

We study how P varies with the changes of time spans and transmission ranges. We

divide one day of the SF taxi trace into segments of different lengths (ts, ts + D) with

ts = 0, 1, · · · , 86400 − D. Instead of measuring the size of P directly, we measure
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the average number of nodes that can be covered by an informative node. The result is

shown in Figure 5.5.

The result in Figure 5.5(a) shows that the average coverage increases slowly when

the transmission range grows from 50m to 200m. For a fixed transmission range, as

time span increases, average coverage increases quickly but stabilizes beyond 3600s.

An important indication by the results is that it provides a lower bounder for the

number of required nodes to get a snapshot of the network. This has an interesting

application in data aggregation, as discussed in the following section.

5.5 Change awareness applications in data aggregation

In this section, we apply change awareness to the data aggregation problem. In our eval-

uation, each node in opportunistic networks has short range wireless communication,

e.g., Wi-Fi, and long range wireless communication, e.g., 3G and LTE. A server regu-

larly collects sensor readings from all nodes. The objective is to minimize the use of

long range communication connections, i.e., uploaders, for collecting application data.

The reduction comes in two forms. We would like to reduce both the total amount of

data uploaded, as well as the number of uploading nodes.

5.5.1 Types of sensor data in opportunistic networks

We discuss data aggregation for the following three types of sensor data in opportunistic

networks, as shown in Figure 5.6. Most, if not all, sensor data generation belong to one

of the three categories.

1 Synchronous Sensor Reading (SSR). It is shown in Figure 5.6(a). In SSR, sen-

sors values on all nodes are read at a synchronized time. One example application

is to build pollution or temperature maps for a city. Suppose that all taxis in a city

have synchronized time and Global Positioning System (GPS). They hourly sense

the air temperatures or pollution. The server can collect all the sensor readings

together with GPS and form a temperature/pollution map. In SSR, if the data is
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Figure 5.6: The illustration of different types of ubiquitous environmental sensing ap-
plications. A line between two nodes indicates a connection. An empty circle is the last
connection of a relative node. A solid circle indicates a connection that is not the last
one of the relative node. A crossing symbolizes the point when the sensor data generate.

required to be collected at the sensing time, then no data aggregation algorithm

based on short range communication can help reduce the number of uploaders.

Thus we consider the case when delays are allowed. For example, the tempera-

ture/pollution maps for 10:00AM are published at 11:00AM.

2 Asynchronous Sensor Reading (ASR). It is shown in Figure 5.6(b). In this type

of applications, each sensor logs its sensor readings once it gets a new reading.

The sensor readings are done in an asynchronous manner. One example applica-

tion is the monitor of noise pollution levels. The pollution level changes every

20dB. The pollution is at level zero if the noise decibel is within 0 - 20dB; it is

level one if the noise decibel falls into 20 - 40dB, and so on. A sensor in a taxi

records the sensed noise pollution level only when the new level is different from
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the previous one. Another example is the collection of taxi occupation states,

e.g., whether a taxi has passengers on board. This type of information are up-

dated in an asynchronous manner. The sensed data is aggregated and uploaded to

the server at the end of an aggregation period. The server receives real-time data.

3 Connection-triggered Sensor Reading (CSR). It is shown in Figure 5.6(c). In

this type of applications, the data changes only when the hosting node has a con-

nection with other nodes. For example in a system where news or advertisements

are disseminated over a VANET, the business operators are interested to know the

distribution information of advertisement copies in order to charge customers and

to steer advertisement dissemination. In this case, the advertisements distribution

information changes only when a node is connected with another node.

Figure 5.6 illustrates three types of applications. The server periodically collects data on

all nodes through a subset of nodes called the uploaders. These uploaders can aggregate

data via short range connections. For example, in Figure 5.6(a), the node E can transfer

its data to D. Next, E and D’s data can be collected by C via the connections between

C and D, and so on. Finally, either only node A or B needs to upload data. However, in

Figure 5.6(b), D’s data can reach C, but E’s data cannot reach C. In this case, either E

or D has to upload data. In Figure 5.6(c), due to the connection patterns, two nodes E

(or D) and A (or B) have to upload. The lower bound for the number of uploaders can

be estimated in the follow way.

Assuming that the server has the access to all connection states, it can compute the

minimum number of uploaders needed by formulating the problem as a minimum Set

Covering Problem (SCP), which is NP hard. A greed algorithm with proved approxi-

mation ratio is used in our benchmark algorithm (ORCALE Greedy) for comparison.

We list the minimum number of uploaders of the three types of applications in Table

5.2. Note that only CSR tightly fits the definition of the change awareness. However,

we also show how change awareness based solutions help the data aggregation for SSR,

ASR.
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App Uploader no. Note
SSR [0, |P|] dependent on the reachability of the data
ASR [0, |N |] the node whose data are generated after its last con-

nection need to upload the data itself.
CSR = |P| as shown by Theorem 4.

Table 5.2: The lower bound of the number of uploaders. ( N is the total number of
nodes)

5.5.2 The change awareness based data aggregation algorithm

In change awareness based solution, for each data aggregation period, the server needs

to collect each nodes’ last connection to compute informative nodes using Algorithm

4. Because the last connection information is of constant and small data size (sev-

eral bytes), it can be transmitted via the control or low bit rate channel of the cellular

network, e.g., Short Message Service (SMS), which is power efficient. Once the in-

formative nodes are identified, they upload collected sensor data via the cellular data

channel.

We tried two different change awareness based algorithms: CA-Base and CA-Plus.

In CA-Base, each node uploads its last connection information to the server, and then

the server can compute a set of coverage associations 〈v, C(v)〉 by Algorithm 4. The

computed informative nodes upload the sensor readings of nodes under its coverage. By

this method, the server can collect all data that are generated before the hosting nodes’

last connection. In ASR, the nodes, whose sensor readings are generated after their

last connection, need to upload their own sensor reading by themselves. Actually, no

algorithm can help aggregate these data as there is no short range communication after

the data is generated.

The second approach (CA-Plus) enhances CA-Base by controlling different upload-

ers. Each node also needs to upload its last connection to the server (data size is only a

few bytes). When a node generates data after its last connection (as in ASR), the data

is only known to itself. Such nodes upload their own sensor data and the collected data

to the server. Then, the server computes the informative nodes and their coverage, and
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greedily selects the next uploader from informative nodes that has the most uncollected

sensor data. This step is repeated until the server has collected data from all nodes.

5.5.3 Data aggregation algorithms for comparison

The benchmark algorithm (ORACLE-Greedy)

In the benchmark algorithm, a server collects all short range connection information

and thus can compute the complete information reachability. ORACLE-Greedy algo-

rithm uses the greedy algorithm [148] that selects the next uploader as the one having

the most information to upload, e.g., the node having the most information that are un-

known to the server. ORACLE-Greedy can compute the minimum number of uploaders

by constrained approximation ratios, but it causes high overhead as all nodes need to

upload all its connection information.

Random uploader algorithm and ID based algorithm

Besides the benchmark algorithm, we also compare our solution with two other al-

gorithms: RDM and ID-Base. (1) RDM is adapted from LEACH [145]. RDM ran-

domly selects x% of nodes as fixed uploaders. A non-uploader forwards its data to

an encountered uploader. At the aggregation time point, both the fixed uploaders and

non-uploaders that have never encountered any uploader upload data to the server. We

evaluate RDM by varying the ratio of uploaders. (2) ID-Base algorithm chooses up-

loaders by nodes’ IDs. When two nodes encounter, the node with the smaller identifier

transfers its sensor data to the node with the larger identifier. At the aggregation time,

all nodes with sensor data upload the collected data.

5.5.4 Evaluation settings and results

We present evaluation results on two vehicle traces, Shanghai taxi trace and SF taxi

trace, where the Shanghai Taxi trace has 10 times more taxies than the SF taxi trace.

The results are shown in Figure 5.7 and 5.8. The ratio of uploaders ranges from 0.003
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Figure 5.7: Performance of different algorithms with varying aggregation period
(ShangHai taxi trace).

(for SSR, ORACLE-Greedy and CA-Plus) to 0.9 (for CSR, RDM). For CSR, CA-

Base can achieve similar performance as CA-Plus and ORACLE-Greedy. CA-Plus and

ORACLE-Greedy achieve similar results for SSR and ASR. In most settings, the three

algorithms require significantly fewer uploaders than RDM and ID-Base algorithms.

These results further demonstrate the following points. First, for CSR, CA-Base

provides a lower bound for the number of uploaders required for a fresh snapshot, as

shown by Theorem 4. Second, for many cases in SSR and ASR, not all informative

nodes need to upload data. The number of nodes required to upload all data depends

on the data reachability constrained by intermittent connections. This can be computed

based on connections, as is done in ORACLE-Greedy.

The results on more traces are listed in Table 5.3. These results show that CA-Plus

can gain similar performance as ORACLE-Greedy, which is expected to perform well

since it has the access to all connection information. However, CA-Plus can save much
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Figure 5.8: Performance of different algorithms with varying aggregation period (San
Francisco taxi trace).

communication overhead ranging from six times to 15 times.

We also investigate intermediate states of the data collection process, i.e., how much

information is collected versus how many uploaders are utilized. This is meaningful to

applications where only a portion of data needs to be collected. The result in Figure 5.9

shows that for a fixed number of uploaders, CA-Plus and ORACLE-Greedy can collect

much more data than other algorithms. The CA-Plus and ORACLE-Greedy collect

similar size of data for SSR and CSR. For ASR, the ORACLE-Greedy outperforms CA-

Plus for the first 22 uploaders. For example, with the first 10 uploaders, the ORACLE-

Greedy can collect 85% of data, while CA-Plus only can collect 60% of data. When the

number of uploaders are larger than 22, the two algorithms perform similarly. Given

fewer number of uploaders, CA-Plus performs not as good as ORACLE-Greedy. The

reason is that without complete connection information, CA-Plus is unable to always

select the best uploader under the asynchronous scenario.
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Figure 5.9: Dynamics of data aggregation on SF taxi trace.

5.6 Summary

As pointed by the paper [37, 36], DTN research community is still seeking applications.

As smart phones have more and more sensors, they can cooperate to sense environment

and communicate sensor data. They require scalable, energy and finance cost efficient

communication solutions. DTNs can play an important role. In this chapter, we discuss

the solution to exploit DTN local communication scheme to minimize infrastructure

communication in sensor data collection. The concept change awareness is proposed to

compute the ‘informative nodes’ that can know more information of other nodes in the

system. We discuss an algorithm to compute the minimum nodes to upload data to the

server via infrastructure communication. The evaluation on human traces and vehicle

traces shows only about 1/5 of total nodes are needed to upload data.
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Trace Algorithms SSR ASR CSR Overhead

SF taxi (50m)

RDM 0.531 0.677 0.849 0
CA-Base 0.222 0.360 0.224 269
ID-Base 0.256 0.430 0.492 0
CA-Plus 0.080 0.272 0.211 269
ORACLE-
Greedy

0.075 0.267 0.229 5156

ShangHai Taxi

RDM 0.484 0.615 0.823 0
ID-Base 0.268 0.428 0.538 0
CA-Base 0.160 0.282 0.160 4037
CA-Plus 0.053 0.216 0.147 4037
ORACLE-
Greedy

0.048 0.224 0.230 266550

Haggle IC06

RDM 0.659 0.788 0.867 0
ID-Base 0.277 0.558 0.529 0
CA-Base 0.138 0.476 0.138 60
CA-Plus 0.109 0.422 0.122 60
ORACLE-
Greedy

0.116 0.430 0.190 650

Seattle Bus

RDM 0.682 0.797 0.807 0
ID-Base 0.269 0.559 0.506 0
CA-Base 0.241 0.454 0.241 921
CA-Plus 0.139 0.383 0.234 921
ORACLE-
Greedy

0.133 0.389 0.280 5870

Roller Net

RDM 0.356 0.437 0.813 0
ID-Base 0.187 0.200 0.471 0
CA-Base 0.179 0.212 0.179 61
CA-Plus 0.027 0.080 0.172 61
ORACLE-
Greedy

0.023 0.093 0.249 5870

RWP

RDM 0.515 0.684 0.817 0
ID-Base 0.23 0.442 0.478 0
CA-Base 0.248 0.376 0.248 100
CA-Plus 0.03 0.256 0.246 100
ORACLE-
Greedy

0.022 0.268 0.26 1560

RPGM

RDM 0.471 0.624 0.827 0
ID-Base 0.216 0.365 0.506 0
CA-Base 0.220 0.316 0.220 100
CA-Plus 0.094 0.228 0.202 100
ORACLE-
Greedy

0.085 0.232 0.257 2860

Table 5.3: The uploader ratio ((no. of the uploaders)/(no. of the total nodes)). We
set the aggregation period as 1800s. For RDM, we set 40% of the nodes as prefixed
uploaders. The overhead is computed as the number of contacts required to be uploaded
for computing uploaders.
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Conclusion and future work

6.1 Conclusion

The work in this thesis is done under the background that mobile communicative de-

vices sharply increase. The number of smart phones grows strongly, and the capability

in sensors, computation, and short range wireless communication is frequently esca-

lated. More and more vehicles carry wireless transmission chips and smart sensors.

Under this trend, the research on the intermittent communication between mobile nodes,

i.e., DTN, provides a strong base for potential applications on mobile devices.

The thesis targets resource efficient DTN solutions. The scope covers three parts:

(i) neighbor discovery for nearby communicable mobile devices, (2) message routing

from a source mobile node to a destination mobile node, and (3) the data aggregation

via DTN communications for mobile nodes.

The first part on neighbor discovery investigates how to exploit WiFi AP to syn-

chronize mobile nodes to speed up neighbor discovery with resource conservation. We

take a deep insight into existing solutions and analyze the proper protocols for differ-

ent requirements and hardware settings. Our solutions feed the greedy power saving

requirement, e.g., less than 1% power consumption and capturing more than 90% of

neighbors with 50s or more connection period. R2 can perform well in neighborhood

with dense phones. In the urban settings, it becomes more often that a large number
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of mobile devices cluster in some locations, e.g., train stations, lecture halls, shopping

malls. To serve this requirement, our solution R2 is scalable in term of wireless colli-

sion control.

The second part on DTN routing studies the messages routing from a source mo-

bile node to a destination mobile node. This work has two main contributions. First

we propose and evaluate a reliable and accurate contact predictor. The contact predic-

tor is different from other prediction algorithms in that it integrates different prediction

perspectives. We also proposed two concrete contact prediction algorithms by social

network contact pattern, (1) the bursty contacts and (2) contact associate between dif-

ferent node pairs. Second, we propose a novel method for replica quota control by

contact probabilities and delivery probabilities. Evaluation on seven traces shows that

our routing algorithms can achieve robust performance with surprisingly low resource

consumption.

The third part proposes the concept of change awareness in DTN information flow

and evaluates its application in sensor data collection. The change awareness is a matric

for measuring how much a node can be aware of the other nodes’ update via intermittent

connections. In data aggregation application, we would like to exploit the nodes having

more information to aggregate data via DTN short distance communication and upload

data to a server. We propose the data aggregation solution for mobile nodes global

snapshot with the minimum use of infrastructure communication. Evaluation on real

world traces shows that a sever can get real-time global snapshot on some types of

sensor data with only 1/5 nodes’ data upload.

6.2 The contribution to DTN industrialization

The three work in this thesis focus on DTN resources efficiency. The resource efficiency

is one of the critical factors in the feasibility of practical DTNs. When users tolerate

longer delays, they naturally expect less power consumption and finance cost. This

thesis contributes to DTNs industrialization.
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First, neighbor discovery can help decentralize friends discovery in mobile social

network. We see many proximity based mobile applications, as in Table 1.1.2 in Section

1.1.2. Most of the applications still rely on centralized message exchange to discover

close friends, which often use cellular data communication. Fast distributed neighbor

discovery without relying on central server allows users without cellular data plan to

discover and communicate with near-by friends and help cellular data plan users re-

duce cost. As a building block for mobile to mobile communication, a good neighbor

discovery solution assuredly helps a lot of DTN applications. This can accelerate the

development of DTN industrialization.

Second, the DTN routing and data aggregation help offload data from cellular net-

works to DTNs. In urban environment, more phones and vehicles create data to share

and consume data to obtain information. This sharply increases the data communication

requirements. It is desirous to offload cellular data communication to DTNs without

spoiling application. In the second part of this thesis, Plankton was evaluated to be able

to shorten data delivery latency while use less resource. The results apparently motivate

to offload data to DTNs. In the third part of this thesis, an algorithm based on change

awareness was proposed to use DTNs to aggregate data before using cellular network

to communicate. The solution sharply reduces the number of nodes using cellular net-

work for data communication. The work in these two parts definitely prompts practical

ubiquitous computation and communication on smart phones and other types of smart

devices.

6.3 Future work

It is a clear trend that mobile phones will replace personal computers as the first popular

platform for information access, data generation, and computation. By market statistic,

the number of sold phones are more than the number of sold PCs 1. Thus, we can rea-

sonably expect more mobile device based applications in the future. This also demands
1www.businessinsider.com
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more researches on the types of DTNs disclosed in this thesis. The future research work

on DTNs along the line of this thesis includes three main parts.

6.3.1 DTN killer application

Good applications drive both academic research and industrial implementation. More

computation and communication power is available on mobile nodes, and applications

on the Internet is migrating to mobile phones. In this thesis, we propose an application

of data aggregation for ubiquitous environmental sensing in chapter 5. However, we are

still seeking killer applications based on intermittent connections, i.e., DTN commu-

nication [37]. Many potential applications have been discussed in [37, 149, 150, 151,

36]. One probably promising direction is on the DTN consists of heterogeneous mo-

bile nodes. What’s the potential applications when we consider heterogeneous mobile

nodes. Smart phones are the most popular nodes of DTNs. Smart phones can help carry

and forward messages within a small community. Another types of mobile nodes, the

vehicles, such as the cars and buses can help carry the messages in a larger area within a

city. Another type of even fast and far-reaching nodes, the aircraft, can help relay mes-

sages inter-cities or inter-countries [152]. This will lead to large scale DTNs. We have

seen proposals [153, 154] on large scale DTNs. More applications will be incubated

with the more understanding on large scale and heterogeneous DTNs.

6.3.2 DTN connection prediction

The intermittent and non-scheduled connections are the root reason of most DTN chal-

lenges. If connections are well predicted, the neighbor discovery would be trivial, the

routing algorithm would be deterministic (if the traffic load is within capability.) and

the information aggregation would become drastically easier. However, the connection

prediction is really challenging. In this thesis, as our contribution in chapter 4, we give a

framework for integrating prediction results from different prediction perspectives, and

a concrete social network based connection prediction algorithm. A big progress has

been made, but we still see wide space to explore more accurate prediction algorithms.
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From our experience on DTN connection prediction, we propose to predict the

highly predictable connections, instead of predicting all connections as done by most

DTN routing solutions. We have two reasons for this proposal. (i) It is extremely hard,

if possible, to correctly predict all connections with high probability. A heuristic rea-

son is that a node’s movement, i.e., a man’s movement, is often randomly. If we try

to predict all, then a lot of noise results will be generated. If they are used for routing

or applications, it would downgrade the performance. (ii) A small amount of correct

connection prediction sufficiently helps DTN routing and applications. A node usually

encounters hundreds or thousands of connections. For example, in Plankton, the utiliza-

tion of reliable predictions of 1% to 2% of total connections has already significantly

boost the performance.

Another important topic in DTN connection prediction is to discover hidden con-

tact patterns. In most of existing solutions, recent contacts and exponential distribution

based connection models are used to prediction connections. We do not see much data

mining on mobile phone connections. Connections between pairs of nodes can have

hidden patterns which cannot be easily revealed by existing techniques. Thus, algo-

rithm design to reveal potential hidden patterns is an important topic in DTN connection

prediction.

6.3.3 The distributed DTN data aggregation

In chapter 5, we present a solution for data aggregation on DTNs. The solution utilizes

the control channel of cellular networks to collect nodes’ last connection information.

With these meta-data on last connections, a server computes nodes to upload informa-

tion. The infrastructure communication e.g., cellular networks, is necessary given the

server needs 100% snapshot of the whole system. However, if the requirement is down-

graded, e.g., only a portion of data are required, a distributed solution, i.e., without cen-

tralized information collection of last connections, is more practical and economical. A

distributed data aggregation solution is challenging. First, a node needs to distributively

decide whether itself should aggregate and upload data to the server. Second, if a node
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is an uploader, it needs to decide the nodes it need to aggregate and upload to the server.

To make proper decisions, a node needs to know other nodes’ connections. However, a

node’s information on other nodes’ connection is constrained with intermitted connec-

tions. To solve this challenge, a good connection prediction algorithm is required and a

wise algorithm for aggregating data is required to reduce errors and data redundancy.
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Appendix A

Appendix for neighbor discovery

(Chapter 3)

A.1 The number of required reference APs

For locally synchronous protocols, a phone uses the timestamp in the AP beacon as a

time reference. In urban environment, one phone can usually overhear multiple APs,

and different APs are usually not synchronized with each other. Hence, if two neighbor

phones synchronize to two different APs, there are high chance that they won’t be able

to wake up at the same time.

One naive way to solve this problem is to let a phone use all APs that it can over-

hear as references. This guarantees that two neighbor phones will sync to the same

reference if they have at least one common AP. However, the large number of APs in an

environment also makes this approach expensive.

We find that by choosing a very small number of APs (e.g., as low as κ = 3) with

a simple strategy, two neighbor phones can already have very high chance (> 99%) to

select at least one shared reference AP. We show this by both analysis and simulation.

In the analysis, we assume both APs and phones are distributed uniformly and inde-

pendently in the space. We assume a unit disk model, where a phone can communicate

with an AP if their distance is less than r, and two phones can communicate with each
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A B

Figure A.1: The area where the reference APs for two neighbor phones can appear.

other if their distance is fewer than d. Since APs normally have higher antenna gain

than phones, d is usually smaller than r. We also assume a dense AP environment,

where each phone can hear at least 3 APs.

We let a phone to choose κ APs in the following way: it uses a global hashing func-

tion to hash each AP’s BSSID (i.e. its MAC address) to a number. Denote this hashed

number for the ith AP by hi. Out of all APs that a phone can overhear, it synchronizes

with the κ APs of the minimum his. We call this the minimum-κ approach.

Consider two neighbor phones. Since they can hear each other, their distance x is in

the range of [0, d]. Since they are uniformly distributed in the space, Prob[x < x0] =

(x0
d )2, for x0 ∈ [0, d].

Consider two phones A and B that are x0 distance apart. As illustrated in Fig-

ure A.1, an AP in the union of the two disks (each with a radius of r) can be heard by

at least one phone, and an AP in the overlapped section of the two disks (i.e., the gray

section) can be heard by both phones. The area of the gray section is:

A = 2r2cos−1(
x0

2r
)− x0

2

√
4r2 − x2

0 ≥ πr2 − 2
3
πrx0

For phone A, since it chooses the κ APs using the minimum-κ approach and since

APs are uniformly randomly distributed, the probability for the event Φ that none of

these κ APs fall in the grey area is

Pr[Φ] = (1− A

πr2
)κ ≤ (

2x0

3r
)κ

If both phone A and phone B choose at least one AP in the gray section, they must
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κ = 3 κ = 4 κ = 5
d
r = 1/2 97.1% 99.2% 99.8%
d
r = 2/3 93.2% 97.4% 99.0%
d
r = 3/4 90.4% 96.0% 98.2%

Table A.1: The probability that two neighbor phones choose at least one common ref-
erence AP.

choose at least one common AP, i.e., the one with the smallest hashed value out of all

APs in the gray section. Hence, the probability that they don’t choose a common AP

is equal to the probability that at least one of them do not select any AP in the gray

section. This probability is:

2× Pr[Φ]− Pr[Φ]2 ≤ 2× (
2x0

3r
)κ − (

2x0

3r
)2κ

Now integrate this probability over all possible x0 ∈ [0, d] according to the proba-

bility that Pr[x < x0] = (x0
d )2, the probability for this happen between two randomly

selected neighbor phones becomes no greater than:

4
κ + 2

× (
2d

3r
)κ − 1

κ + 1
× (

2d

3r
)2κ

We evaluate this probability for different d
r ratios and for different values of κ, and

the results are summarized in Table A.1.

When we can tolerate a 3% of missing rate, for d
r = 1

2 , κ = 3 suffices, and even for

d
r = 3

4 , κ = 5 suffices.
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Appendix for change awareness

based data aggregation (Chapter 5)

Proof of Lemma 1: First, we prove C(pi)
⋂

C(pj) = φ, pi! = pj . ∀v ∈ V , if v

is isolated in G, then v only occurs in C(v). The lemma holds. If v is connected, two

cases can occur. (i) Other nodes’ coverage joins C(v), but C(v) never joins other nodes’

coverage. It is thereby obviously that v only occurs in C(v). (ii) C(v) joins other node’s

coverage when v’s last connection is processed. In this case, nodes in C(v) join other

node, say u1’s coverage. C(v) is removed; v only occurs in C(u1). It might happen

that v moves again as u1 joins other node’s coverage, but v only occurs in one node’s

coverage by induction. Therefore, C(pi)
⋂

C(pj) = φ, when pi! = pj .

Second, we prove
⋃

v∈P C(v) = V . It is obviously that in the initialization step

each node occurs in its own fresh coverage. Later, before a fresh coverage is removed,

vertices in the coverage is moved to another nodes’ coverage; no vertex is not covered.

Therefore,
⋃

v∈V C(v) = V . ¤

Proof of Lemma 2 An informative node, p, is either isolated or connected in G.

When p is isolated, this lemma obviously holds since C(p) equals {p}. When p is

connected, for u ∈ C(p), u 6= p, if u’s last connection is between u and p, the last

connection is the fresh information path from u to p. If u’s last connection is between u
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and another node, say u1, then u ∈ C(u1) when u’s last connection is processed. u has

information path to u1. Because u is in C(p), C(u1) must sweep a sequence of nodes

called as u2, u3, · · · , uk, till it joins c(p). Because connections are processed in time

increasing order, the adjacent nodes in u1, u2, · · · , uk, p can form an information path

from u1 to p, and the start time of the information path is no earlier than the time of u’s

last connection. By the definition of fresh information path, u has a fresh information

path to p.¤

Proof of Lemma 3: By Lemma 1, algorithm 4 generates a partition (by panorama

informative node set coverage) of V . Let the partition be M : {C(pi), pi ∈ S, i =

1, 2, · · · , l1} with poster set S.

We prove it by confliction. Let suppose there exist S′, and |S′| < |S|. The cov-

erage of nodes in S′ generates another partition of V , as M ′: {C(p′j), p
′
j ∈ V, j =

1, 2, · · · , l2}, with poster set S′, l2 < l1. Both M and M ′ satisfy Lemma 1 and

Lemma 2. (By the concept, a panorama informative node set (P) coverage should

follow Lemma 1 and 2.)

Firstly, we adjust S. for p ∈ S, and p’s last connection is < p, x, tp >, if x ∈ S′,

we substitute x for p. This adjustment still makes S is a valid output from algorithm 4

without changing the size of S.

As |S′| < |S|, therefore, ∃p ∈ S while ∃p /∈ S′. As M ′ satisfies Lemma 1, then

∃p′ ∈ S′ where p ∈ C(p′). As M ′s satisfies Lemma 2, therefore F (G, p, p′, t) = 1,

i.e., there is path between (p, u1, t1) Ã (u1, u2, t2) Ã · · · Ã (uk−1, uk, tk), where

uk = p′, and t1 < t2 < · · · < tk. Please note that p′ 6= u1 is not possible as we have

done aforementioned adjustment. (p, u1, t1) is the p’s last connection before t. This

conflicts with the fact that both p and u1 are isolated after removing (p, u1, t1) because

p is a poster in output from Algorithm 4. Thus, there exist no such p. that is no such S′

that |S| is smaller than |S′|.¤
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